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Abstract 

Sweden is one of few countries offering mother tongue instruction (MTI) to 
students in compulsory education with a native language other than Swedish. 
Traditionally research has focussed on the benefits of MTI as a space for the 

development of minority languages despite the logistical and ideological 
hindrances in execution that have resulted in the subject’s low status. This 

research explores the dichotomy between English as a high-status, global 
language and a low-status mother tongue subject, illuminating the role of English 
MTI in an environment that already offers ample opportunity for English language 

development. By taking an interest in the lived experiences of MTI students, their 
reasons for investing in additional English classes are revealed. Data was collected 

through a mixed research method comprising four in-depth interviews and 
questionnaires distributed to fifteen students, all at the end of their MTI careers 
in several Stockholm secondary schools. Thematic analysis of the varied data 

suggests diverse investment beyond the simple answer that an additional grade 
in the subject helps with gymnasium application. Both quantitative and qualitative 

data demonstrate that investment in MTI is dynamic, related to changes in 
student’s lives outside the classroom and closely tied to feeling that obligatory 
English lessons are insufficient, a desire to develop an English-speaking identity 

and a rapport with their English teacher. Students are also acutely aware of the 
cultural capital inherent in being a proficient English speaker. 
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Sammanfattning 
  

Sverige är ett av få länder som erbjuder modersmålsundervisning till elever i 
grundskolan med ett annat modersmål än svenska. Traditionellt har forskningen 

kring modersmålsundervisning fokuserat på positiva aspekter trots de logistiska 
och ideologiska hindren i dess utförande som resulterat i ämnets låga status. 

Denna studie undersöker dikotomin som uppstår mellan engelska som ett globalt 
språk med hög status och engelska inom modersmålsundervisningen med låg 
status, och belyser rollen som den engelska modersmålsundervisningen spelar i 

en miljö som redan erbjuder gott om möjligheter för engelskspråkig utveckling. 
Genom att studera modersmålselevernas erfarenheter av engelskundervisning 

avslöjas anledningarna till deras Investering, dvs. varför de söker ytterligare 
engelskundervisning. Forskningsmaterialet samlades in genom blandade 

forskningsmetoder bestående av fyra djupintervjuer och en enkät med elever i 
slutet av årskurs nio på grundskolor i Stockholm. Den presumtiva idén att elever 
drivs av möjligheten till ett lättvunnet betyg visas vara en del av en mycket större 

bild som representerar helheten av studenternas anledningar till att delta i 
engelskamodersmålsundervisning. Kvantitativa och kvalitativa data visar att 

Investering i modersmålsklasser är dynamiskt och relaterat till förändringar i 
studentens liv utanför klassrummet och nära knutet till elevernas uppfattning av 
obligatoriska engelskalektioner som otillräckliga samt en önskan om att utveckla 

en engelsktalande identitet där engelskaläraren är en bidragande faktor. Eleverna 
är också medvetna om det kulturella kapital som en skicklig engelsktalare gynnas 

av. 
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Introduction 
 

All children in Swedish compulsory education with a mother tongue other than 
Swedish have the right to tuition in that language, provided that they use it for 

daily communication, have a parent whose mother tongue is not Swedish, and 
demonstrate a basic understanding of the language1 (Ministry of Education and 
Research, 2010b). The relatively generous provision of mother tongue instruction 

(MTI) in Sweden represents an opportunity for research into the socio-linguistic 
relationship between different languages, language learners, contexts and power 

dynamics. Traditionally (Ganuza & Hedman, 2014; Hyltenstam, Axelsson & 
Lindberg 2012; Lainio, 2013; Palm, Ganuza & Hedman, 2018), this research has 
taken the form of ethnographic studies of mother tongue lessons, teachers and 

participants and focussed primarily on the difficulty inherent in assuring that 
minority languages are awarded legitimacy as a part of the Swedish curriculum. 

Data collected in Sweden is consistent with research into heritage languages 
carried out elsewhere, where minority language learning is often a struggle against 
a main language hegemony as well as language purism among practitioners of the 

minority language itself (Ghandchi, 2018; Karrebæk & Ghandchi, 2015; Leeman 
et al. 2011). If they partake in MTI throughout primary and secondary education 

in Sweden, a student can hope to gain at most 360 hours of tuition, although often 
there are hindrances in the execution of these hours that result in 40 minutes or 
less of teaching per week. MTI as a taught subject therefore suffers from being 

low-status, in part as a result of these logistical and ideological factors 
(Hyltenstam, Axelsson & Lindberg 2012). 

 At the other end of the status spectrum lies English, an obligatory school 

subject for all students throughout primary and secondary education (Swedish: 
grundskola and gymnasium), although many children begin with songs and 

rhymes as early as preschool. English is the language of students’ online worlds 
in games, social media and web browsing, as well as the dominant language in 
popular films, TV series and music (Henry, 2013). In short, to use Bourdieu’s 

(1977) terminology, English is a language which offers high “cultural capital” that 
effectively buys students into a world much larger and richer than that offered by 

Swedish or most other languages. Students of school age are increasingly 
connected to global English-speaking networks that offer them ample opportunity 
for language acquisition (Henry, 2013; Henry & Cliffordson, 2017; Henry et al., 

2018). Increasingly, English as taught in the classroom and English as learned via 
self-motivated activity are viewed by students as separate, and their motivation 

for formal study is negatively impacted (Henry & Cliffordson, 2017). Nevertheless, 
a student in a Swedish school receives 480 hours of English L2 lessons (“Timplan 
för Grundskolan”, 2019). The highly valued instrumentality and the time dedicated 

to formal learning in the language are indicative of the high status of English in 
Sweden. An interesting paradox is therefore presented when the language is 

taught via the low-status medium of MTI to children with English as their L1. The 
term L1-speakers is used henceforth to describe multilingual students who attend 

                                                           
1 With the exception of the four official minority languages of Sweden, to which the criteria 
given here do not apply. 
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MTI and are presumed to have English as their mother tongue, although it is not 
always clear cut which language they consider their L1.  

 While researchers have made important headway investigating the 

experiences of MTI students with minority languages such as Somali (Ganuza & 
Hedman, 2019), Finnish (Lainio, 2014), Arabic and Bosnian/Serbian/Croatian 

(Ganuza & Hedman, 2014), and English bilingual students linguistic repertoires in 
the MTI class (Andersson, 2018), little is known about the effect of the unusual 

status paradox inherent in English MTI on student’s participation in the subject. 
Minority language education represents a struggle for identity against a Swedish 
cultural and linguistic hegemony, but it is unclear what the effect of the high status 

of English has on this struggle. The main consideration for this study is therefore 
to determine the reasons for English-Speaking students’ investment in additional 

MTI classes despite the ubiquity of their mother tongue. The study employs a 
mixed methods approach, using interviews and classroom observation of older 
students who were encouraged to reflect upon their time as MTI students and 

consider the reasons for their investment. In addition to this qualitative process, 
a quantitative questionnaire was also used to determine the prevalence of the 

original students’ reasons for investment in MTI. The results reveal an important 
dichotomy between students’ perceptions of MTI English and obligatory second 
language (L2) English as spaces for identity development, perceptions which are 

affected in part by the various teachers of these classes. The findings inform an 
overarching model for explaining MTI investment in English.   
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Previous Research 
 

In this section, a synopsis of the current focus of research into MTI is 
backgrounded against the history of the formation of MTI in Sweden. A picture of 

the dichotomy that exists between English as a language in use in Sweden and 
MTI is established.  

 

Mother tongue instruction and the paradox of English mother tongue 

instruction 
 

The idea that children should be offered classes in their mother tongue is grounded 

in research which shows that children who study to improve their first language 
also achieve higher results in both Swedish and in other subjects than children 

who do not study their mother tongue (Ganuza & Hedman, 2018, 2019).  In 
addition, related research shows the positive effects of legitimising children’s use 
of languages other than the national language (Warriner, 2012). Despite being 

specifically prescribed by Swedish law, and demonstrating positive effects on 
overall school achievement, MTI is marginalised and viewed as a low-status 

subject (Ganuza & Hedman, 2015; Hyltenstam & Milani, 2012). Lessons are 
provided outside of compulsory school hours and teachers do not necessarily have 
to be qualified (Ministry of Education and Research, 2010a). Students and their 

families decide whether or not to take part and over 40% of students do not study 
their mother tongue (“Sök statistik om förskola”, 2018). MTI teachers are faced 

with defending the legitimacy of their roles to students and other teachers, often 
viewing themselves as ambassadors for their respective languages in the various 
school communities in which they work (Ganuza & Hedman, 2015). 

 The development of MTI in its present form as a marginalised subject is 

easier to understand when placed in context of the history of its development. 
Originally “Home Language Tuition” (Hemspråksundervisning) was available first 

to students with Finnish mother tongue and then from 1977 to all multilingual 
students as part of Sweden’s efforts to define new immigration policies consistent 

with contemporary immigration practices (Hyltenstam & Milani, 2012). In light of 
the development of a population with diverse linguistic and cultural backgrounds, 
the Swedish principles of equality (jämlikhet) and freedom of choice (valfrihet) 

drove the establishment of language classes in order to promote learning with 
previously established languages as a facilitating force and level the playing field 

with Swedish speaking students (ibid.). Immigration in the 1970’s was diverse, 
although Paulston (1983) argues that Finns and Finnish Swedes, long involved in 
socio-cultural struggles for legitimacy themselves, were instrumental in 

establishing minority languages as worthy of their own curriculum. Home 
Language Tuition was thus born at a time when theories of social pluralism and 

internationalism were taking over from conservative assimilationism both at 
grassroots and political levels (Hyltenstam & Milani, 2012). 

However, this tuition was ratified by a government with more care for the 
symbolic act of encouraging linguistic plurality than the actual, logistical 

actualisation it required (Hyltenstam & Milani, 2012: 63). Consequently, while 
pluralistic principles underlie present-day MTI, the aforementioned hindrances in 
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its execution cause MTI teachers and students to experience a language 
hegemony in schools which places Swedish front-and-centre at the expense of 

inclusivity2. These hindrances have continued to play a role as migration has 
increased in tact with the number of languages on offer under the MTI and minority 

language labels. Further to this, argue Hyltenstam and Milani, immigrants and 
minority groups are of “de facto low importance” (2012: 68). There is considerable 
socio-economic and cultural variation between the language groups being offered 

tuition under the same MTI curriculum. Students from families originating in 
African and Middle Eastern countries are more likely to live and go to school in 

areas with low socio-economic status (Nordström, 2006). The home cultures of 
these students are often markedly different from the Swedish norm and 
segregation is a noted problem (ibid.).  In contrast, Sweden’s 54,000 L1 English 

speakers (Parkvall, 2015) live predominantly in middle class areas and are 
characterised as having high incomes and a high level of education (Parkvall, 

2009). Such huge contrasts were only beginning to take shape at the time when 
founding ideals of equality and freedom of choice drove the original creation of 
MTI.  

Thus far the creation of MTI has been painted as a movement championed 
by marginalised groups who seized the opportune moment, buoyed by grassroots 
pluralistic ideology, to encourage recognition for alternative languages and 

cultures within Sweden. This image is at odds with everything that is known about 
English, which enjoys a privileged status globally, and a particularly revered status 

in Sweden. It is the most spoken second language (L2) in the world, one of the 6 
official international languages of the United Nations and the most widely learned 
L2 in the European union, with 94% of students in the EU studying English (“The 

European Survey on Language Competences”, 2013). The European Survey of 
Language Competencies specifically mentions Sweden at several points, first as 

one of few countries where students learn L2 English via frequent self-organised 
trips abroad, secondly in that exposure to foreign media is high, and thirdly as 
one of only two countries where students self-report that learning English is “easy” 

(ibid.). Beyond being a key school subject, English is also discussed with reference 
for its pervasive effect on education more generally and its importance in 

education as a tool for students to deploy as agents in a globalised market (Hult, 
2017; Hult 2005. Hult, 2012). While many MTI students struggle to find linguistic 
spaces to express and develop their mother tongues, even within their own homes 

(Ganuza & Hedman, 2017; Ganuza & Hedman, 2019), English pervades the 
linguistic landscape. The same students who have little space to develop minority 

languages are often forced to communicate with non-Swedish speaking family 
members in English instead of their own mother tongues (ibid.). Even speakers of 
the so-called Modern Languages, German, Spanish and French – available from 

Year 6 onwards as obligatory subjects in Secondary School – are not privy to the 
same prevalence of their languages in the Swedish linguistic space. When it comes 

to languages beside English, Swedish schools do not perform nearly as well in 
comparison with other European countries, for example with regards to student 

results for L2 Spanish (“The European Survey on Language Competences”, 2013: 
93).  

                                                           
2 as an example, restricted use of Somali among Somali speaking teens in school, see Palm, 
Ganuza & Hedman, 2018: 5 
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The ubiquity of English in Sweden has important ramifications for English 
MTI students. Hornberger’s (2008) continua of biliteracy proposes that the 

acquisition of multiple languages occurs in a delicate ecosystem, the properties of 
which can either support or hinder the development of parallel languages, causing 

imbalances in their use. Previous research into minority language learning in 
Sweden has found that, for example, a lack of media content and diverse teaching 
resources in Sámi restricts the richness of student’s use of language, thereby 

endangering this language in comparison with the majority language in question 
(Outakoski, 2015). In contrast, a supportive language learning environment, such 

as the Somali community surrounding the participants in a study by Ganuza and 
Hedman (2017), contributed to better results in language acquisition. The 
evolution of a bilingual student’s English, can only be measured through 

contextualising their learning experience within the learning environment - in this 
case the MTI classroom and the surrounding opportunities for using English. The 

widespread availability of English in Sweden represents an important aspect of 
English MTI students’ biliteracy continua, not least since there exists a community 
of practise that may not be available in other languages. A community of practise 

refers to a group, such as a family, extended family or friends, that use English 
together and thereby contribute to the formation and use of language and speaker 

identity (Lave & Wenger, 1991). In fact it is not only an actual extant community 
that contributes to identity and language formation, an imagined community 

(Pavlenko & Norton, 2007) may also be assumed through experiences with other 
English speakers and this shapes behaviour and language use according to 
perceived, rather than actual, cultural propriety. 

Cabau (2014) notes that English was the first additional language to be 

added to the Swedish curriculum, under the premise that the ability to speak 
English increased students’ democratic involvement through allowing them access 

to more information. The existence of English MTI is a paradox in which the L1 
English-Speaking student is a minority in a Swedish hegemonic context but 
simultaneously part of an English-speaking majority that threatens the use, and 

even existence, of other languages. The precarious status of Swedish is described 
by Hult (2004) as being between a rock and a hard place. There is a struggle to 

keep Swedish as a predominant national language when official documents and 
cultural artefacts are increasingly produced in English, while at the same time 
there is a struggle to legitimize the use of minority languages in face of a 

traditional Swedish hegemony. As such the nature of the English speaker as a 
minority is complicated, it may be asked whether it is fair that English speakers 

have access to programs designed to equalise the differences between minorities 
and the Swedish majority.  

However, prevalent as English may be in Sweden in the form of bottom-up 

(Kelly-Holmes, 2012) speech acts, there are also shortcomings in the numbers of 
specifically trained L2 English teachers, in the level of involvement that teachers 
have with foreign exchanges and in the availability of language labs and software 

for student use (“The European Survey on Language Competences”, 2013). These 
results tentatively point to a culture in which L2 English is encouraged outside the 

classroom while facing challenges within. It is, after all, rare that language 
learning settings successfully merge top-down and bottom-up practises (Cabau, 
2014: 412). For L1 English students in Sweden, the L2 English classroom is a 

primary source of structured, academic literacy practice, so called top-down 
(Kelly-Holmes, 2012) speech acts. The English L2 curriculum places focus from 

the beginning of study on the instrumental value of English as a global language 
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useful in the workplace, a so-called “neoliberal objective” (Hult, 2017: 274). The 
content of the curriculum aims to acquaint students with a variety of Englishes in 

different contexts, to develop the confidence to react in English in these contexts 
and to convey meaning even if specific linguistic aspects are missing (Skolverket, 

2011a). As Hult (2017) mentions, the current curriculum in secondary schools 
focusses on English as a language used between non-native speakers over 
traditional national divides. By the end of Secondary School, to achieve a top grade 

students must be able to summarize and discuss different readily available media 
and deploy strategies for enabling communication when they cannot convey 

exactly what they want. In contrast, the curriculum for MTI focusses from the 
outset on language as a tool for expressing cultural identity in a rich and nuanced 
way, encouraging from even the youngest years an introduction to not only widely 

available materials but a variety of different books, poems, films and other media. 
By the end of Secondary School, mother tongue students with a top grade are 

expected to fluently express their analyses of these media and their hidden 
cultural meanings, know how their language relates to Swedish and be able to 
conduct and deepen discussions (Skolverket, 2011b). 

Effectively the two subjects, despite seeming to both offer a curriculum for 
English learning, convey very different top-down messages as to the reasons for 
this learning. The overarching message of MTI, designed to regulate many 

different languages, places no particular focus on the instrumental worth of 
English as a global language. While Cabau (2014) believes this is detrimental, 

other researchers believe there is merit in teaching knowledge for the sake of 
knowledge and not simply for the development of marketable skills (Da Silva et 
al., 2007.; Nussbaum, 2016). Instead the MTI curriculum specifically requires the 

teaching of literature, traditions and cultural aspects of “areas where the mother 
tongue is spoken” (områden där modersmålet talas) (Skolverket, 2011b). This is 

inherently problematic for the teaching of English, which is spoken as a first 
language in a wide variety of different places. A further potential problem lies in 
the categorisation of students as either first or second language English speakers, 

in the case of Sweden which has such a high number of bilingual English and 
Swedish speakers it is hard to know where to draw that line, as “who owns 

English?” (Darvin & Norton, 2015: 3). If the MTI class consists of students with 
diverse backgrounds, even though they are all English speakers they will not all 
share common cultural aspects with one another.  

 

Summary of the Research Field 
 

The start point for this study lies in research demonstrating that MTI was 

established with minority languages predominantly in mind (Hyltenstam & 
Milani, 2012) and that minority languages struggle for legitimacy (Ganuza & 

Hedman, 2015), often against English itself (Leeman et al., 2011). Indeed, 
English is viewed with a suspicious eye as it creeps ever closer to dominating as 
the language of national documentation (Hult, 2012) and social culture (Hult, 

2017; Henry et al., 2018). Encountering this research marked the start point for 
this study, since it clashed with the emic perspective of the researcher as an 

English mother tongue teacher. Her experiences teaching and talking to students 
suggested that there is a predominant attitude that English MTI is either 
superfluous, easy, or a secondary supplement to mainstream English education 

and often elicits the question, “why do the students take it?”. In response there 
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is currently no good answer, since published research does not focus on English 
MTI and there is comparatively little research into MTI from a student motivation 

perspective. While it is beyond the scope of the study to compare and contrast 
English MTI student experiences with those of other languages, it is hoped that a 

general overview of English MTI student experiences will contribute to the 
growing overall picture of the positive benefits awarded by MTI in Sweden. 
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Theoretical Framework 
 

A connection between language and identity is established and the Third Space is 

suggested as an area where bilingual students can explore their identities. Notions 
of status and identity lead into an explanation of Investment, a key theoretical 

framework for this study. Investment is described as a fluctuating stance taken 
by students towards language use in different contexts. An exploration of student’s 
lived experiences is suggested as a method for investigating the elusive nature of 

their investment. 

 

Third Spaces 
 

The diversity of multilingual English speakers is part of a larger postmodern 

phenomenon which sees traditional boundaries between race, class, gender, 
nationality and identity being blurred (Bhabha, 2004; Drolet, 2003). In the 
postmodern mess of incommensurate identities, Bhabha was the first to explain 

that a “Third Space” exists “where the negotiation of incommensurable differences 
creates a tension peculiar to borderline existences” (Bhabha, 2004: 217) - these 

“borderline existences” refer to cases of mixed identities that do not conform to 
traditional notions of culture and national identity. Subsequently researchers have 
explored how a Third Space can be implemented in education practices. Gutiérrez 

et al. (1999) proposed that top-down, regulated literacy practices of school, 
related to more traditional notions of reading and writing, can be taught in a 

manner which encourages students to draw upon their bottom-up experiences at 
home and in social settings as multilinguals. The MTI class may offer a space for 
the formation of a group of L1 English speakers with English-Speaking roots and 

a chance for this group to draw upon bottom-up experiences and develop its own 
identity in a Swedish hegemonic context.  

As Bakhtin (1981) remarks, the formation of a linguistic identity involves a 

struggle against heteroglossia or the infinite possible uses of language that exist 
out in the world.  Gutiérrez uses the term hybridity to refer to the 'polycontextual, 

multivoiced and multiscripted' (Gutierrez et al. 1999: 287) nature of the third 
space, while Gregory et al. (2004) prefer the term syncretism since it suggests 
the formation of new forms via the blending of others. From a syncretic viewpoint, 

children are members of multiple linguistic and cultural groups simultaneously, 
taking different roles within them, using different linguistic styles and ultimately 

syncretising these to create new forms (ibid.). Even if L1 English MTI students 
already have the L2 English classroom as a space for syncretising English, it 
represents a very different group and set of possibilities to those found in the MTI 

classroom among fellow L1 English speakers. As Bourdieu (1977: 654) points out, 
formal settings with sanctioned language use such as classrooms, examinations 

and interviews demonstrate clearly that varying values are placed on different 
uses of language.  Context and the power relations between speakers determine 
these values thus rendering language a “symbolic power relation” (1977: 648). A 

Third Space has the potential to blur the defining lines between what is a valuable 
and what is a less valuable use of English. While MTI is regulated in the curriculum 

much as L2 English, the unique position of MTI as an opt-in subject placed outside 
obligatory school hours and drawing upon student’s culture and use of language 
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in the home  gives it potential to constitute a Third Space in a way that obligatory 
English lessons cannot. This notion is addressed in the analysis of this study with 

reference to the collected data. 

In practice, Third Spaces do not always result in students’ questioning 
linguistic norms. The students in Leeman et al.’s (2011) study held on to 

traditional notions of “native” language ability despite actively working with 
children to encourage critical pedagogy and question demotivating norms held 

about Spanish in the English hegemonic context of the US. her exploration of the 
English MTI classroom, with a focus on how the status of the language affected 
the delivery of MTI, Andersson (2018) remarked that even within the class there 

were clear divisions according to language use. Most notably, multilingual students 
with additional languages in the home such as Swahili were segregated into a 

separate group as their English was not perceived to be the same level as the 
bilingual students. Lessons aimed often to deliver content that would assist with 
writing and spelling which were seen as students’ weaker skills. The context 

outlined in Andersson’s study represents an MTI classroom with distinct definitions 
of what is valuable English and what needs improvement, even going so far as to 

physically subdivide the English speakers into a stronger and weaker groups. What 
is not clear from Andersson’s study is the reaction from students on being 
categorised according to their language use and any potential effect this has on 

their approach to language learning.  

Something which the students in Andersson’s study were aware of, 
however, is the capital attributed to English outside the classroom as a “symbolic 

asset which can receive different values depending on the market on which it is 
offered” (Bourdieu, 1977: 651). Participants were either aware of the global use 
value of the language since they had used it while living abroad or had parents 

who insisted on its use value (Andersson, 2018: 61). The instrumental value of 
English affected how some students interpreted their English-speaking identity, 

using a linguistic portrait silhouette (Krumm & Jenkins, 2001) to draw English in 
their heads but other languages on their hearts (Andersson, 2018: 44). 
Demonstrably there is a connection between students’ desire to learn English, 

their identity as a speaker of English, and the cultural capital of the language. This 
connection is illustrated in Darvin and Norton’s (2015) Model of Investment which 

attempts to portray the complex, interrelated aspects involved in choosing to learn 
a language.  

 

Investment 

 

Within Second Language Acquisition (SLA), the term motivation is used to refer to 
an individual’s drive for participating in language learning (Dörnyei, 2009). 

However Norton Peirce (1995) was dissatisfied with the tendency within SLA to 
envision motivation as statically measurable and the learning process as 

unidirectional. Instead, she coined the term investment to encapsulate the 
heterogenous nature of the learner, the learning community and the learning 
process. Unlike cognitivist approaches, investment denotes language learning as 

inextricably linked to circumstances over which the learner has little control. The 
power relations between languages and social groups which set the definitions for 

correct or incorrect usage are important considerations within investment, while 
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they were traditionally ignored by theories of motivation. Inspired by Bourdieu’s 
“power to impose reception” (Bourdieu 1977: 648) Norton Peirce argues that 

communication is affected by the value judgement a speaker awards their listener, 
and a listener their speaker. Thus the women in her study were motivated in the 

context of the classroom to learn English, but struggled with motivation in the 
language outside the classroom owing to the power dynamic between them and 
their environments. As a quantitative measure of an internal will towards achieving 

the learning of a language, motivation is insufficient in describing the multifaceted 
feeling that these women had towards English. Similarly, Darvin and Norton 

explain that students may be highly motivated “but may not be invested in the 
language practices of a given classroom if the practices are racist, sexist, or 
homophobic” (2015: 2).  

 As a model (Figure 1), investment involves three interrelated aspects, 
namely identity, capital and ideology. Identity refers to the transient state of the 
individual, established as a response to external factors such as class, gender, 

ideologies, and positioning oneself against others. Capital involves the status 
gained or loss by taking stances against others and the extent to which power is 

lost or gained according to how an individual behaves in a context with established 
rules. Ideology denotes the systems and institutions that learners find themselves 
in, each with their own rules and regulations. The three affect each other 

constantly, are in flux, and therefore cause construction of the invested self to be 
an ongoing struggle (Figure 1). 

  

The mutable nature of investment poses a methodological challenge to 

researchers. Since students do not hold static core values which dictate their 
motivational behaviour, a much wider image of the student’s self-construction 

across time and different contexts is required in order to assess the invested 
behaviour of this self in language learning situations.  

 

Figure 1: Darvin and Norton (2015) Model of Investment 
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Further Theoretical Framework: Lived Experiences of Language 
and Education 
 

Identity, capital and ideology are also cornerstones of Busch’s (2015) theory of 
lived experiences, according to which it is not sufficient to examine student’s 
language use alone, it must be examined alongside the experiences and the 

ideologies of the speaker in order to give a complete picture. It is often only when 
individuals come up against new situations, such as moving school, moving abroad 

or meeting new people, that they begin to perceive their own linguistic repertoire 
as it is brought into contrast against the new surroundings. The term linguistic 
repertoire is used by Gumperz (1964) who advocates that there are rules for 

language, and how these rules are bent and reformed depends on social setting. 
Being forced to adapt language to new settings because the existing repertoire 

might be lacking, deficient or boring, is often connected to emotionally charged 
shifts in perception, which Busch believes are important in the linguistic memory 
(Busch, 2015: 4). When self-perception of an individual as a language user is not 

congruent with perception by others it gives rise to questions of 
inclusion/exclusion and power/powerlessness and even feelings of shame resulting 

in the decision to stop using a language entirely (Busch, 2015: 11). The reshaping 
of individuals’ linguistic repertoires affects in turn the fundamental ideologies of 

the speaker, this constant renegotiation of linguistic identity has much in common 
with Bakhtin’s aforementioned heteroglossia (Bakhtin, 1981).  

As Busch explains using Bakhtin’s (1981) Chronotope, language is also 
multi-dimensional, multi-temporal and involving many aspects contributing to 

self. Thus there are not only contemporary events surrounding a language user 
that have bearing on their language use but also  “the co-presence of different 

spaces and times in speech … what is absent, operating or resonating in the 
background, and therefore also intentionally or unintentionally present: relevant 
others, other spaces and times.” (Busch, 2015: 13). Busch therefore advocates a 

biographical approach to the study of language learners, observing individuals’ 
multifaceted experiences rather than their individual languages and proficiencies 

(Busch, 2017). Areas of difficulty posing a problem for theories of cognitivist 
motivation such as conative aspects of fear, emotion, attitude and identity 
(Ushioda & Dörnyei, 2009: 3), as well as changes over time (Kormos & Csizér, 

2008: 349), are revealed through a biographical approach which encourages 
participant reflection in the form of journals, interviews, autobiographies and other 

methods (Busch, 2017: 48).  

A study of the resulting descriptions of lived experiences necessarily 
mediates between the internal, first person, experiences of participants and the 

external discourses they encounter. Such an approach is interpretative on the part 
of the researcher, who may take an interactionist stance such as that of 
conversation analysts, a phenomenological stance like that of Andersson (2018) 

who examined the multifaceted lived experiences of English MTI students, or a 
poststructuralist stance such that this emic study employs in its second-person 

investigation of how participants’ investment is constructed by their environments 
and histories. The aim of such an approach is not to present “the uniqueness of 
the particular life story” but instead “what its apparent singularity can reveal about 

specific dimensions of language practises and ideologies that are neglected when 
taking an assumed ‘average’ speaker as representative of a certain group” (Busch, 

2017: 54). The biographical approach is thus useful in exposing, examining and 
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questioning existing linguistic power structures that affect and are affected by 
student investment. 
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Aims and research questions 
 

Thus far it has been established that MTI in Sweden is traditionally a site for 
minority language struggle, that language practice involves a multifaceted process 

linked to power structures and ideologies and that language construction is a fight 
against heteroglossia and a space for identity construction. According to notions 
of investment, identity is only part of an overall explanation as to what motivates 

student participation in language development. The aim of this study is therefore 
to establish why students invest in the marginalised English MTI space when there 

exists already so much opportunity for the use of English outside the MTI 
classroom. The research questions raised are: 

 

1. What reasons do students express for investing in English MTI? Are these 

reasons highly personal or are there prevailing themes? 

2. Does the high status of English have ramifications for student investment in 
MTI?  
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Methodology 
 

Overview 
In order to establish both the quality of student investment in MTI English and 

quantitative data about its prevalence, this study uses a mixed methods approach 
(Johnson et al., 2007). Data collection took the form of a circular spiral in a non-

linear iterative research path, with the thematic analysis of interviews into 
participants’ lived experiences informing the questionnaire which tests the 
prevalence of these discovered themes. In turn, the results of the questionnaire 

are discussed with reference to the in-depth interviews. This approach is best 
described using Schwartz-Shea & Yanow’s (2011) abductive reasoning, which 

resolves the contradiction between the inductive and deductive practises 
traditionally attributed to qualitative and quantitative study respectively. The 
methodology is described herein with a description first of the qualitative and then 

the quantitative collection methods and analysis tools.  

All participants attended comprehensive schools in Stockholm and their MTI 
teachers were employed by the government-run centre for languages, a division 

of the education department of Stockholm city council. As mentioned under 
“Summary of the Research Field”, the study was emic in nature, with teachers 

recruited by the researcher who was a colleague, although none of the 
participating students were taught by the researcher. The teachers approached 
for this study taught in a number of different schools each day, moving from 

location to location depending on the needs of students. All teaching occurred 
outside of obligatory school hours, either before or after lessons, and this is an 

aspect of the learning experience which was commonly mentioned by students 
and teachers in the study. Two teachers, described herein, agreed to be observed 
and helped select students for interview. 

An overview of participants is outlined below in Table 1, where schools have 

been given numerical designations for reasons of anonymisation. These 
designations are consistent in all following tables. Interview participants did not 

take part in the questionnaire as their views inspired the questionnaire and their 
responses would have therefore verified their own views. 

 

Table 1: Overview of participants 

School 
Interview 

Participants 

Questionnaire 

Participants 
Observations 

School 1 0 6 0 

School 2 2 (Lucas and Julie) 2  1 (Teacher Laura) 

School 3 0 1 0 

School 4 1 (Alice) 1 0 (Student was interviewed at home) 

School 5 0 2 0 

School 6 1 (Hannah) 1 1 (Teacher Anita) 

School 7 0 2 0 
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Qualitative Data Collection 
Semi-structured interviews were held with four students, and these were 
complemented with reflective discussion with teachers and lesson observations. 
Participants were in Year 9 at three different Swedish secondary schools 

(grundskolor). This age group was selected as older students often have more 
autonomy in the decision to continue with MTI, while parents have a greater say 

over young children’s education that would affect student investment. 
Furthermore the opportunity to achieve a grade in an additional subject is offered 
to students of MTI at these chosen ages and this is also an important motivating 

factor.  Finally, and most importantly, these older students are in a position to 
reflect upon their investment in MTI over a longer period of time and thus able to 

give insight into the changing nature of this investment.  

Students were recruited via a dialogue with their respective teachers, a 
potential effect being that the most forthcoming teachers may also be the most 

engaged. It is possible that students recruited by these teachers are therefore 
more likely to be positive about their teachers. Teacher engagement is shown 
below to be an important factor in investment. From a selection of 20 possible 

Year 9 students, the final 4 participants were chosen based on unusual factors in 
their MTI experiences, namely one spoke an additional mother tongue besides 

English, one only recently moved to Sweden from abroad, one had participated in 
MTI since the beginning of school and one was forced to give up MTI in the final 
year of study despite sustained investment in the subject. These unique factors 

are described in more detail during the discussion of each participant. Students 
with ostensibly different backgrounds were chosen so as to explore the breadth of 

reasons why students invest, and avoid any deliberate focus on, for example, 
students with both English-speaking parents, or students who have lived abroad. 
Three participants were female, one was male, this reflects the general 

demographic of the available English MTI classrooms in Stockholm, in which the 
majority of Year 9 students were found to be female. 

Interview questions were formulated based on Hill’s (1996) study into the 

experiences of immigrant children in Swedish schools. In order to adjust these 
questions to the new topic at hand, questions on identity, ideology and capital 

were designed to solicit spontaneous discussion of these themes rather than 
prompting specific answers. Participants were first asked background questions 
about where and when they speak English, Swedish or any other languages and 

whether they feel they have a separate identity for these different languages. The 
interviewees were then asked to elaborate on their experiences of learning English 

in both obligatory and MTI English classes and their overall experience of being a 
multilingual student. The full list of questions employed in the study may be found 
in Appendix II. Interviews were audio recorded and subsequently transcribed, 

quotes given in the data section are therefore citations from these transcriptions. 
The transcripts of the interviews were thematically organised, as discussed under 

“Qualitative Data Analysis” below, and the resultant themes were subsequently 
used in the production of a questionnaire. These themes were: Insufficient English 
at School, English as a High-Status Language, Identity and Teacher Role, each of 

which is described in detail under “Quantitative Data Collection”. 

The language of interviews was English, in accordance with Busch’s (2017) 
assertion that the language used in interviews contributes to the picture 

established through the biographical approach. Since participants were asked to 
reflect on their time as English students developing English-Speaking identities, 
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English was used as the main language although some students did also use 
Swedish at points and were not discouraged from doing so.  

 

MTI Class Observation 
Classroom observations of the interview participants was carried out in order to 
give context to their answers, and information about how MTI is carried out in 

English. Field notes were taken during observations of the two different English 
teachers, Laura and Anita. In Laura’s class there were two interviewees, in Anita’s 

class there was one. Spontaneous pre- and post- observation discussions with 
teachers often yielded relevant additional data which were included in the 

overarching descriptions of each student. The fourth interviewee no longer 
participates in MTI and was interviewed at home. Laura and Anita’s lessons were 
45 minutes and 60 minutes long respectively and the same subject was being 

presented in both, namely a story writing competition.  Both lessons are 
exclusively in English with occasional words in Swedish. Thus, despite being in 

different locations and having different teachers, the student participants in the 
study mentioned similar topics.  

Laura’s lesson began at 16:00 in School 2, a comprehensive state school in 
a middle-class suburb of Stockholm. Two students in the MTI class at School 2 

finished their compulsory lessons at 16:00 and were late to MTI. The additional 
time pressure represented by having MTI outside compulsory schooling is a 

recurrent theme in participants’ interview answers regarding the negative aspects 
of attending such classes. In total there were four students in Laura’s class, all in 
Year 9. A Year 7 student who usually makes up part of the class was absent, 

resulting in an age-homogenous group that Laura remarked made teaching easier 
as activities throughout the lesson required less differentiation. There were four 

topics being covered in the short lesson and these are described as part of the 
description of interviewee “Lucas”. The primary task was to listen to a piece of 
music and create a mind map of words which spring to mind upon hearing the 

piece. These words in turn would form the basis for a short story. Additionally, all 
students had copies of a book entitled “The Book Thief” which they were reading 

for homework and discussed occasionally, although not in the observed lesson. 
Laura spent time at the beginning of the lesson establishing the plan for the class, 

but there were also plenty of opportunities for student interaction, including 
discussions about the sport holiday which students had just returned from, 
feedback about their impressions of the music and questions relating to an essay 

on sustainability that was handed back. Much of this interaction was between the 
teacher and the student, very rarely did students talk to each other. Julie, an 

interviewee in the study, was the most active speaker in the class. 

Anita’s class took place in School 6, a high achieving secondary school in 
an area with a predominantly white, upper-middle class demographic. The class 
consisted of nine students, three of whom were boys. The lesson began with the 

teacher writing a checklist for the tasks to be completed. The first activity involved 
Anita leading discussions about a climate strike and activist Greta Thunberg, here 

again interactions were mainly between teacher and student, and not between 
students. The observed participant, Hannah, was particularly active in this 
conversation. Essays from a previous topic, the book “Of Mice and Men”, were 

handed back and generalised feedback relating to good essay writing and grade 
attainment was given to the whole class. Clear formative assessment such as this 
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was mentioned specifically by Hannah as a positive aspect of MTI. The primary 
activity was, again, to listen to a music piece, and brainstorm ideas for a story 

based on this piece. Most of the lesson was dedicated to this brainstorming, 
planning a story and a whole class discussion of individual ideas.  

 

Qualitative Data Analysis  
The qualitative interviews with select participants were analysed thematically. 

Braun et al. (2019) describe reflexive thematic analysis as a process whereby 
interview data is coded and recoded under mutable thematic headings as the 
interpreter’s analysis and conclusions develop. As a result, the four themes 

discussed in the data section of this study evolved from a larger set of themes 
that attempted to draw together reoccurring ideas and patterns throughout all the 

interviews. Although the interview questions were loosely designed to look for 
identity, capital and ideology, factors relating to Darvin and Norton’s (2015) model 
of investment, the themes which ultimately emerged from the data (Insufficient 

English at School, English as a High Status Language, Identity and Teacher Role) 
give a more concrete picture of how these factors relate to the MTI environment. 

The result is a model of interrelated factors involved in student investment in MTI 
English. 

Classroom observations were not analysed but rather used to corroborate and 
contextualise statements relating to classroom practice as expressed by interview 

participants. Notions of class size, oral/written production, opportunities for 
interaction and relationship with the teacher are discussed with relation to the 

classroom observations under the results and analysis sections.  

 

Quantitative Data Collection 
A non-intact group of 20 Year 9 students participating in English MTI were 
recruited through convenience sampling to complete a multi-item Likert scale 
questionnaire (Appendix I). Of these, 15 completed questionnaires were returned. 

The participants were taught by one of six teachers who agreed to distribute the 
questions to all their Year 9 students during MTI lessons at seven schools in 

Stockholm. The questionnaire consisted of ten questions in English establishing 
background data about students’ participation in MTI, three short qualitative 
questions and sixteen Likert scale statements about the nature of this 

participation. Four Likert scale statements each were collated into 4 multi-item 
groups in the style of Dörnyei (2009) (see also: Kormos & Czsier, 2008), who 

tested the prevalence of factors, established though various studies, that are 
involved in second language learning motivation. Instead, this questionnaire 
tested the prevalence of various factors, established though the in-depth 

interviews, that are affect student investment in MTI English. Since there is no 
rigorously tested quantitative data collection method for researching investment 

as a model, due to shortcomings noted by Norton Peirce (1995) that are inherent 
in attempting to quantify a non-static concept, Dörnyei’s model of motivation and 
acclaimed questionnaire was the closest possible starting point for the creation of 

a questionnaire to test the model of investment. 

The four multi-items groups in the questionnaire represent factors common 
to all of the interviewed participants which arose repeatedly during thematic 

analysis of the different interviews. The foremost of these, Insufficient English at 
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School, refers to students’ feelings of being unchallenged or side-lined during 
obligatory English lessons.  The second predominant theme, Identity, relates to 

students’ perceptions of the MTI English class as a space for developing and 
expressing an identity as an English-Speaking person. Thirdly, English as a High-

Status Language subsumes all statements about students’ interest in the language 
as an instrumental tool that can be used globally with a large number of people 
and as a supplement to the Swedish language within Sweden and with other 

Swedish speaking people. Finally, Teacher Role is a label given to students’ 
feelings about the role that their various English-Speaking teachers play in either 

encouraging or discouraging their investment in attending MTI.  Three of these 
themes are in turn linked to Darvin and Norton’s model of investment, Identity 
being the most explicit, English as a High-Status Language relating to Capital and 

Insufficient English representing an aspect of Ideology.  

The questionnaire was piloted on ten Year 8 students at the same schools 
as their Year 9 cohorts. Pilot results revealed that better validity could be gained 

through mixing questions of different themes throughout the questionnaire.  Most 
importantly the pilot data showed that questions relating to Teacher Role could 

not be quantified in the same way as for the other themes, since the actions of 
teachers had a wider effect on the other variables. For example, overall 
satisfaction with English lessons, opportunities to develop an English-Speaking 

identity, the quality of obligatory English lessons and the prevalence of English in 
the environment were dependent upon, or related to, the teachers’ roles in the 

lives of participants. Teacher Role was thus found to modify the other aspects and 
the interrelation of these aspects is discussed in more detail during the analysis 
of results. 

 

Quantitative Data Analysis  
Statistical analysis using SPSS was used to describe the significance of the 

quantitative questionnaire data. The primary reason for the use of this tool was to 
test the validity of the multi items using Chronbach’s Alpha in accordance with 
Dörnyei and Csizér’s (2012) well established multi-item questionnaire. Several 

other forms of analysis were employed where Chronbach’s Alpha was found to be 
unsatisfactory, the most prevalent of which was means comparison. 

Recommendations for acceptable parameters were drawn from and Almquist et 
al.’s (2014) recommendations for statistical analysis. Pearson’s correlation, cross 
charts and scatterplots were also used to determine correlations between 

variables where these were found in the qualitative data to relate to one another. 
Statistical analysis was thereby abductive, testing hypotheses on a larger dataset 

but being originally inspired by data collected elsewhere in the same study.  

 

Ethics: consent, privacy and data security 
Ethical principles guiding this research are in accordance with the Swedish 

Research Council’s (Vetenskapsrådet) guidelines (“ALLEA – All European 
Academies”, 2018). All names used in this study are fabricated, including those of 

students, teachers and the schools themselves in order to conform to guidelines 
requiring respect for participants and objectivity of study. Where students were 
below consenting age, they were asked if they wanted to participate and their 

parents signed a consent form including an information letter about the interview 
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(Appendix III). Students of consenting age signed their agreement and their 
parents were also notified. Teachers and parents gave formal written consent to 

have their contributions mentioned in the study and teachers agreed to be 
observed and have written descriptions of these observations included. In all 

cases, participants were informed that their data would be stored securely, their 
contributions would be anonymous and that they have the right to withdraw their 
data from the study at any point. 

 Where potential ethical dilemmas became apparent, steps were taken to 
assure best practise. For example, in order to address the emic nature of the 
researcher’s position as both practising teacher and researcher in the field, none 

of the researcher’s students took part in any areas of the study. Participants were 
invited to discuss their teachers and aspects of their MTI experiences openly, and 

were therefore made aware that the researcher was a colleague, their responses 
would be anonymised and that they could withdraw their responses at any time. 
They were also assured that the raw data of their interviews would not be viewed 

by anyone but the researcher.  
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Results 
In this section, the data collected using the above methods is presented. Although 

the interviews were conducted chronologically first, here the questionnaire data is 
displayed first to reflect the structure of the following analysis and discussion. 

Questionnaire data is presented according to the categorisations given above, 
namely Insufficient English at School, English as a High-Status Language, Identity 
and Teacher Role. The quantitative data provides a jumping-off point for a wider 

discussion of the qualitative data.  

 

Questionnaires 
 

The formulation of a suitable questionnaire for the study of investment involved 
attempting to statically measure a concept that was shown to be extremely diverse 

during interviews with participants. Therefore, the aim of the questionnaire 
(provided in Appendix I) was not to establish the nature of investment, since the 

interviews had already captured the essence of this, but instead to measure the 
prevalence of this nature as expressed by the original interviewees. In this way, 
the diverse and personal answers offered at interview, which previous research 

(Busch, 2015) has warned should not be used to make any general inferences 
about investment, could in fact offer some inductive research purpose. Here 

follows a breakdown of the statistical data yielded by the questionnaires. The 
relevance of the data is explored in more detail in the discussion section, where 
the responses are compared with the qualitative interview data.  

 

Insufficient English at School 
 

Generally a Cronbach’s Alpha score of 0.7 and higher suggests high congruence 
between the different Likert scales in the multi-item group (Dörnyei & Csizér 

2012). Of the four groups of multi-items, the only group with an acceptable 
congruence was Insufficient English at School with a Cronbach’s Alpha score of 
0.78. Within this group were the following statements (Table 2):  

Table 2: Table of mean scores for questions on the insufficiency of obligatory English 

 
Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Overall, throughout my school career, the tasks I have been doing in 

my regular English classes (not mother tongue) have been useful for 
improving my English 

2.53 1.13 

Overall, throughout my school career, I have felt just as important 

as the other students in the class in regular English classes (not 
mother tongue) 

3.13 1.19 

Overall, throughout my school career, the tasks I have been doing in 
my regular English classes (not mother tongue) have been the right 
level for me 

1.87 .83 

Overall, throughout my school career, the teachers of my regular 
English classes (not mother tongue) have gone out of their way to 
help me improve my English 

2.40 .91 
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The mean score for all answers to questions in this multi-item was 2.4 suggesting 
an overall disagreement with the above statements and a prevalent feeling that 

obligatory English classes in school are insufficient with regards to various aspects 
of participants’ English learning experience. Looking more closely at the results, 

some scales in particular have especially low mean scores, most notably “the tasks 
I have been doing in my regular English classes have been the right level for me”. 
This result is reflected in the qualitative answers given on the questionnaire, one 

of which asks, “what are the main similarities and differences between MTI and 
regular English classes?” In response to this question most participants (11/15) 

wrote that their obligatory English classes were “easier”, “less of a challenge” or 
“not as difficult” when compared with their MTI tasks. Interestingly, the perception 
of the “regular” English class as too easy does not directly correlate with the 

perception of its usefulness, for which the average result was almost 0.7 higher, 
with a wider standard deviation from the mean. This perhaps is indicative of the 

fact that language learning is a cumulative process and measuring the usefulness 
of individual language learning tasks is therefore difficult. Nevertheless, students 
were, on average, negative about the usefulness of the activities they carry out in 

obligatory English classes. 

 In order to test further the extent to which they believed English tasks were 
differentiated for them, students were asked whether “the teachers of [their] 

regular English classes have gone out of their way to help [them] improve [their] 
English”. Here the mean score of 2.4 is slightly below the mid-point, tentatively 

supporting the conclusion that students do not feel differentiated for, although 
there is room for interpretation on the part of students as to what it means for a 
teacher to go “out of their way”. Similarly, when asked if they felt “just as 

important” as the other students in their English classes, the various 
interpretations of the word “important” may have played a role in the inconclusive 

score of 3.13 that this statement elicited. The qualitative data discussed below 
sheds more light on factors that affect students’ dissatisfaction with obligatory 
English. Nevertheless, the quantitative data demonstrates that overall sense of 

satisfaction that students feel with their English classes is higher for MTI than for 
obligatory English, as shown in Table 3: 

Table 3: Overall satisfaction now/all time with different English classes 

 N Mean 
Std 
Dev 

Min. Max. 

How satisfied are you with your mother tongue lessons now? 15 4.47 .74 3.00 5.00 

How satisfied are you with your mother tongue lessons 
overall? 

15 4.00 .76 2.00 5.00 

How satisfied are you with your regular English lessons now? 15 3.40 1.30 1.00 5.00 

How satisfied are you with your regular English lessons 

overall? 
15 3.40 1.12 1.00 5.00 

 

Considering that the questionnaires were completed during MTI lessons and 
distributed by MTI teachers, it is perhaps unsurprising that the standard deviation 

in answers to the first two questions is low, and few participants responded with 
negative satisfaction scores for MTI. However, taken together with the other 

answers in the insufficiency of English multi-item, the results relating to general 
satisfaction reflect a pervasive view that MTI offers students something which 
obligatory English lessons do not. 
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 The three remaining multi-items did not achieve a Cronbach’s Alpha score 
higher than 0.7, meaning that the reliability of a mean score for a grouping 

together of these items is low, and therefore statements given for each scale do 
not test for the same variable. A potential reason for this lower reliability score is 

the relatively small number of Likert scales, of which there were 4 in each group. 
This number was chosen so as not to create a questionnaire that was too long for 
delivery in a mother tongue lesson and so that students would not give up part-

way through completion. Furthermore, the statements that make up the scales 
were varied in nature and reflected the reality of interview participants’ 

experiences. They therefore did not directly address the same themes. The 
exclusion of statements relating students experiences to their motivation for 
taking MTI classes, such as “I attend mother tongue lessons because English is 

a very international language” increased the congruence of the multi-items, 
showing that while students are confident expressing their opinions towards 

language learning, the attempt to link these opinions with reasons why students 
invest in MTI results in unreliable data. Finally, the sample size was small, thereby 
reducing the effectivity of potential factor analysis and further statistical 

investigation. For these reasons, the mean scores for pertinent factors will be 
discussed herein, as these are sufficient for showing the prevalence of agreement 

with the given statements. 

 

Status of the English Language 
 

Under the theme Status of English the following questions were asked (Table 4): 

Table 4: Mean scores for questions on the Status of English 

Statement N Mean Std Dev Min. Max. 

There is no set time and place for speaking English. I can 
almost use it anywhere with anyone. 15 4.20 1.01 1.00 5.00 

I attend mother tongue lessons because English is a very 
international language that I can use all over the world 15 4.00 1.31 1.00 5.00 

Being good at English is more important than being good at 
Swedish 15 3.53 1.13 2.00 5.00 

I sometimes use English words to supplement or enhance my 
Swedish when speaking to people in Swedish 15 4.60 .63 3.00 5.00 

 

Despite the low congruence between the individual questions, it can be 
ascertained that the interview participants are aware of the instrumental value of 

their mother tongue. That is to say, the language can be used outside the school 
context in a wider society, and contributes to “social mobility, professional and 

academic purposes” (Cabau, 2014: 412). There are high mean scores relating to 
their perception of English as a language that can be used anywhere (4.2), even 

to supplement the Swedish language (4.6). In fact, not a single participant gave 
a score lower than 3 with regard to using English words while speaking Swedish. 
This does not mean that they believe English is “more important” than Swedish, 

here the average response hovered halfway between agreeing and disagreeing.  
Participants seem therefore reluctant to place judgement on the value of this 

instrumentality, after all, the worth of a language is reliant on the context in which 
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it is used. The role that context plays on the judgement of language as useful or 
less useful, its capital, is reflected in Table 5: 

 

 

In general, students who have lived in Sweden throughout their lives and students 

who first lived abroad and then moved to the country gave similar answers to 
questions about their perception of the use of English as a high-status language. 
However, there is more than a whole point of difference between these two groups 

with regard to their belief that “there is no set time and place for speaking English. 
I can almost use it anywhere with anyone.” Life experience as an individual in 

non-Swedish contexts, or perhaps as an L1 English speaker moving to a Swedish 
context, therefore correlates with variation in students’ perception of the 
instrumentality of English. This is an area better reflected in the qualitative data. 

 When directly prompted via the statement “I attend mother tongue lessons 
because English is a very international language that I can use all over the world”, 
participants replied on average that, yes, the global instrumental worth of English 

is part of the reason why they attend mother tongue lessons. Additionally, in the 
qualitative answers provided, one student specifically mentioned that they “need 

English in case they move to another country”. There is therefore some evidence 
to suggest that participants are interested in improving English for instrumental 
reasons and that MTI is seen as a means to do so. 

 

Identity 
 

The following statements relating to the theme of identity were tested and resulted 

in the given mean scores: 

  

Table 5: Comparing status of English and time lived in Sweden 

 Have you always 
lived in Sweden? 

Mean 

There is no set time and place for speaking English. I can almost 
use it anywhere with anyone. 

No 3.25 

Yes 4.55 

Being good at English is more important than being good at 
Swedish 

No 3.75 

Yes 3.45 

I attend mother tongue lessons because English is a very 
international language that I can use all over the world 

No 4.00 

Yes 4.00 

I sometimes use English words to supplement or enhance my 
Swedish when speaking to people in Swedish 

No 4.50 

Yes 4.64 
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Table 6: Mean scores for questions on Identity 

 N Mean 
Std 
Dev 

Min. Max. 

I attend mother tongue classes because I am not only 
Swedish and I want to develop another side of myself 

15 4.13 .83 2.00 5.00 

Mother tongue lessons are a way for me to find out about the 
English-speaking world outside Sweden, which I am a part of 

15 3.87 .99 1.00 5.00 

Mother tongue lessons are a place where I can express myself 
and my opinions in English 

15 4.20 .68 3.00 5.00 

My regular English classes are a place where I can express 
myself and my opinions in English 

15 3.47 1.36 1.00 5.00 

 

The most straightforward statement in this group, and the one which resulted in 

a clear high score (4.2) with low deviation (0.68), states “Mother tongue lessons 
are a place where I can express myself and my opinions in English”. No participant 
placed themselves under 3 on the Likert scale. This result suggests that students 

do in fact view the MTI classroom as a space to demonstrate and develop their 
English-Speaking identity. In contrast, when posed the same statement about 

their obligatory English lessons, participants not only scored this item lower (3.4) 
that for MTI, but there was also more than double the deviation (1.36) between 
participants’ answers. This result suggests that students as a general rule feel that 

they can express themselves more in the MTI space than in the obligatory English 
class, but the high deviation also suggests that there are perhaps other factors at 

work to explain why some students can express themselves equally in both 
classes, while others feel that they cannot.  In further support of the conclusion 
that the MTI class is a space for identity expression is the result for the statement 

“I attend mother tongue because I am not only Swedish and I want to develop 
another side of myself”. The high mean (4.13) for this bipartite question 

demonstrates both that participants see the improvement of their English 
language skill as the development of a part of their identity and that this 
development is a motivating factor in their attending MTI. The minimum score 

given overall for this statement was a “2” from a single participant (#4), who 
specifically wrote that the main reason they attend MTI was because their “parents 

make me”. Besides #4, another individual was undecided, but the majority agreed 
with the given statement, as shown in Table 7 below:  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
#4 gave responses elsewhere in the questionnaire that contradict the response 
discussed here. When asked what the main similarities and differences are 

between MTI and “regular” English, #4 wrote that MTI is “more fun”, despite 

Table 7: Breakdown of results for the statement “I attend mother tongue classes because I am not 
only Swedish and I want to develop another side of myself” 

 Value Frequency Percent 

mostly disagree 2 1 6.67 

neither 3 1 6.67 

agree 4 8 53.33 

completely agree 5 5 33.33 
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having “more assignments”. They agree that they can “express their opinions” in 
MTI, and that they “learn more from the MTI teacher”. These responses suggest 

that, counter to what the participant believes, they actually are expressing and 
developing an English-speaking identity in the MTI class, even if they do not 

believe this has any bearing on their investment. 
 Another statement attempting to link identity and investment is “Mother 
tongue lessons are a way for me to find out about the English-speaking world 

outside Sweden, which I am a part of”. Here again the responses of a single 
participant (#12) affect the generally high rate of agreement, as shown in Table 

8: 

Table 8: Breakdown of results for the statement “Mother tongue lessons are a way for me to find 
out about the English-speaking world outside Sweden, which I am a part of” 

Value Label Frequency Percent 

mostly disagree 1 6.67 

neither 1 6.67 

agree 8 53.33 

completely agree 5 33.33 

 
 
This statement and its results have much in common with the previously discussed 

statement, in that the statement is bipartite and resulted in a similar spread of 
answers. 86% of participants agree that first, they feel a sense of affinity with a 

wider English-speaking world and, second, they invest in MTI because it teaches 
them about this world. The fact that the statement involves two different aspects 

makes it difficult to determine whether #12 disagrees with the statement because 
of its assertions about being part of a wider English-speaking world, its claim that 
MTI teaches about this world, or both. #12 has only attended MTI for less than 

one academic year, with one teacher, and therefore has limited experience of the 
subject. The reliability of the data is therefore also limited. 

 Identity is also a prevalent theme in participants’ unprompted qualitative 
answers. When asked to complete the sentence “I already have English lessons at 
school, but I also attend mother tongue lessons because…” one participant wrote 

“I get to be myself there”. Another replied “I like speaking English and developing 
my language” (emphasis placed by the researcher). The response “I learn more 

English that I can use when talking to my dad” demonstrates investment relating 
not only to personal linguistic development but also to the participant’s sense of 
being part of an imagined English-speaking community (Pavlenko & Norton, 

2007). Overall it appears that participants do view MTI as a space for expressing 
or developing an English-speaking identity. 

 

Teacher Role 
 

The final group of statements relates to the role of the teacher in participants’ 
experiences of English learning. This group consists of the following: 

Table 9: Mean results relating to statements about the role of the English teacher 
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 N Mean Std Dev Min. Max. 

I feel in general I learn more English from my mother tongue 
teacher than my regular English teacher 

15 4.73 .46 4.00 5.00 

My mother tongue teachers have helped me learn about 

different types of English 
15 3.60 1.24 1.00 5.00 

My regular English teachers have helped me learn about 
different types of English 

15 2.73 1.49 1.00 5.00 

Overall, thinking back over my school career, a bad mother 
tongue teacher would have been enough to make me stop 
going to lessons 

15 3.33 1.40 1.00 5.00 

  

The minimum score for the first statement in Table 9 was 4, representing “agree”. 

It was therefore universally agreed among all participants that they feel they learn 
more English from the MTI teacher than their regular English teacher. This is 
despite questionnaires being distributed among the students of six different 

teachers in seven different schools. It has already been established that 
participants are, in general, dissatisfied with the level of English offered to them 

in their obligatory English classes. With this in mind it is difficult to say whether 
the participants are especially pleased with their MTI teachers, or merely happier 
with their MTI experience than they are with their dissatisfying obligatory classes. 

However, in the qualitative portion of the questionnaire, one participant wrote “my 
mother tongue teacher is better” as a response to the question “I attend mother 

tongue lessons because…”.  
Participants were also asked what makes a good English teacher. Here the 

most common responses related to teacher’s intuitive approach to students’ 

individual needs, using words such as “sympathetic”, “understanding” “genuinely 
interested”, “interested in students’ interests” “encouraging” “considerate” 

“patient” and “relates to students”.  Exactly what makes a teacher seem relatable 
and sympathetic is subjective and context dependent. In addition, many 
participants wrote that a good teacher “helps me improve my English”, which does 

not reveal much about what the teacher actually does to impart knowledge, 
although further suggestions, such as the teacher “is smart” , “gives clear 

instructions” “explains how to get a higher grade” “gives suitable exercises” and 
plans lessons with “variety” give some insight. MTI teachers were on average seen 
as more helpful (3.6) in teaching “different types of English” than the “regular” 

English teachers (2.73) although both scores hover around the non-committal 
middle of the scale, suggesting that the teaching of different Englishes is either of 

small importance to participants, or the phrase “different types of English” was 
difficult to interpret. Overall, student perception of teachers is shown to be an 
important factor relating to investment, and this is a factor that is extremely 

difficult to accurately encapsulate within quantitative study. The in-depth 
interviews provide greater insight into students’ personal perceptions of teachers 

and the resultant effect on investment, but even this has its limits. Individual 
teachers may follow the same curriculum, but research has shown that teachers 
take their own approach to the material based on their identity and standpoint, 

irrespective of training and guidelines (Freire & Valdez, 2017). Investment is 
therefore correlated with an extremely mutable relationship between student and 

teacher based on students’ changeable needs, wants and opinions, and teachers’ 
needs, wants and opinions.  
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In addition to students’ own opinions on their teachers, external factors 
relating to teachers also have an effect on participants’ overall satisfaction with 

MTI. As shown in Table 10, there is a strong negative correlation (-.75) with high 
statistical significance (.001) between the number of teachers students have had 

throughout their MTI careers and their overall satisfaction with the subject. This 
would indicate that the more teachers a participant has had, the less likely they 
are to be satisfied with their MTI classes: 

 

 

It is not clear, however, if the instability inherent in changing teachers and the 
resultant dissatisfaction is enough to affect overall investment. When asked if bad 
teachers would put them off attending MTI, there was a wide spread of answers 

resulting in the inconclusive mean response of 3.33 (Table 9). The lack of a strong 
response to this question suggests that participants’ perceptions of their MTI 

teachers are not the main driving force behind their investment in MTI. One 
interpretation of this result is that there are other sources of external motivation 

at play, if students specifically want a grade or are made to attend because of 
parental pressure, their perception of the teacher as good or bad is irrelevant. On 
the other hand, it is worth noting that all the participants currently feel that they 

learn more from the MTI teacher than their other English teachers. As long as 
students feel they are being taught something new, they will invest. 

 

Other dependent variables 
 

In addition to the four themes outlined above, additional findings are provided in 
the form of background data given by participants.  

 

Table 11: Outline of additional background questions and results 

Mean generating statements: 
N Mean 

Std 
Dev 

Min. Max. 

How many years have you attended MO? 15 6.20 3.51 1.00 10.00 

How many teachers have you had? 15 3.67 2.02 1.00 7.00 

How satisfied are you with your mother tongue lessons now? 15 4.47 .74 3.00 5.00 

How satisfied are you with your mother tongue lessons all 
time? 

15 4.00 .76 2.00 5.00 

Table 10: Negative Pearson correlation between overall satisfaction and the number of teachers 

  How many teachers 
have you had? 

How satisfied are you 
with your mother 

tongue lessons (all 
time)? 

How many teachers have 
you had? 

Pearson 
Correlation 

1.00 -.75 

Sig. (2-
tailed) 

 .001 

N 15 15 

How satisfied are you with 
your mother tongue lessons 

(all time)? 

Pearson 
Correlation 

-.75 1.00 

Sig. (2-

tailed) 
.001  

N 15 15 
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How satisfied are you with your regular English lessons now? 15 3.40 1.30 1.00 5.00 

How satisfied are you with your regular English lessons all 

time? 
15 3.40 1.12 1.00 5.00 

Non-numeric responses:      

What grade are you predicted for Mother Tongue English? A:7 B:3 C:4 D:1 E:0 

What grade are you predicted for your regular English class? A:12 B:2 C:0 D:1 E:0 

Have you always lived in Sweden? Yes: 11 No: 4 

 
There are several aspects which suggest that general conclusions can be drawn 

about the participants. On average, the MTI students in this study are satisfied 
with MTI and are expecting high grades in the subject. Most of the participants 

will also achieve high grades in their obligatory English classes as well, with the 
majority expecting an “A”. All students will achieve a passing grade in both 
subjects.  

Achieving a grade for MTI is undoubtedly an important source of external 
motivation for students, three students wrote in the qualitative area of the 

questionnaire that they attend MTI because they wish to achieve a grade that will 
help with application to higher education. This fact is deliberately ignored in this 
study in favour of an exploration of more intrinsic, hidden and nebulous factors 

relating to investment. However, it is interesting to note that high grades and 
overall satisfaction with the MTI experience do not go hand in hand. In fact, there 

is no correlation that can be found from the limited data in this study (Table 12), 
(Figure 2), which found a minimal Pearson’s coefficient of -.05 and a negligible 
level of statistical significance at .861, where usually .05 suggests any significance 

(Almquist et al. 2014). 
 

Table 12: Negligible correlation between predicted grade and overall satisfaction with MTI 

  What grade are you 
predicted for Mother 

Tongue English 

How satisfied are you 
with your mother 

tongue lessons now? 

What grade are you 
predicted for Mother 

Tongue English 

Pearson 
Correlation 

1.00 -.05 

Sig. (2-
Tailed) 

 .861 

N 15 15 

How satisfied are you 
with your mother 
tongue lessons now? 

Pearson 
Correlation 

-.05 1.00 

Sig. (2-
Tailed) 

.861  

N 15 15 
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Figure 2: Scatterplot showing no correlation between predicted grade and satisfaction 

Satisfaction does not necessarily equate with investment in MTI, students may 
invest in the subject to obtain a grade despite not being satisfied with the overall 

quality. Furthermore, it has not been established whether predicted grades 
correlate with actual, final grades so it is not possible to draw any conclusions 

about the relationship between satisfaction and actual grades. However, the fact 
that students have an overall high satisfaction irrespective of their predicted 
grade, suggests that English MTI offers something over and above grade 

attainment that causes participants to be satisfied. 
Exactly what makes students satisfied appears to be highly personal and 

context dependent. For example, overall satisfaction with the quality of obligatory 
English not only varies from school to school (Table 13), but even answers from 
groups comprising more than two students were diverse. Participants from the 

largest group, School 1, answered that they were very dissatisfied, neither, 
satisfied and completely satisfied: 

 

Table 13: Satisfaction with obligatory English according to predicted grade  

How satisfied are you overall with your regular English lessons, all time? 

What school do you 
attend? 

very 
dissatisfied 

dissatisfied neither satisfied 
completely 
satisfied 

Total 

School 1 1 0 2 2 1 6 

School 2** 1 0 0 0 2 3 

School 3 0 1 0 0 0 1 

School 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 

School 5 0 0 0 2 0 2 

School 6 0 0 1 0 0 1 

School 7 0 0 0 1 0 1 

Total 
2 1 4 5 3 15 

13.33% 6.67% 26.67% 33.33% 20.00% 100.00% 

**Students do not participate in obligatory English 

 
Within School 2, each of the three participants wrote that they “do nothing” in 

their obligatory English classes in answer to a qualitative question. This resulted 
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in one participant circling that they were “very dissatisfied”, but the other two 
stating that they were “completely satisfied” (Table 13). The results therefore 

demonstrate that going to the same school does not mean participants have 
similar lived experiences of English lessons.  

It is difficult to draw stable conclusions as to the similarities of experiences 
among MTI students according to background factors, as the sample group is very 
small and their experiences are very different leading to high rates of standard 

deviation (Table 11).  The number of years that students have attended MTI varies 
from less than a year to ten years, some of these students had one and the same 

teacher throughout their MTI experience, others had up to 7 different teachers, 
sometimes within a short span of two to three years. Furthermore, there are 
additional factors that were not explored in the questionnaire; what role does 

gender play? How does parental involvement affect English learning? Do students 
speak any other languages besides English and how does this affect their identity? 

At this point the scope of the research begins to move beyond the capabilities of 
quantitative research and into an area where qualitative investigation makes more 
headway.  
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Qualitative Data – Summary 
 

What may be concluded from the data in this section is that participants in the 

study are dissatisfied with their obligatory English lessons, while being satisfied 
with their MTI lessons. This satisfaction correlates in different ways with 
statements relating to the high status of English, the role of the English teacher, 

the role of building an identity as an English-speaking person and the insufficiency 
of other English classes. In general, participants strongly believe that English is a 

language with high capital that can be used ubiquitously even within Sweden, 
although students who have lived abroad at points in their lives are less likely to 
feel this way than students who have only ever lived in Sweden. Participants 

believe that they learn more from their MTI teacher than their L2 English teacher 
although the reasons for this are not made clear via this quantitative approach. 

Nevertheless, the teacher is an important factor in student investment in MTI. 
Qualitative responses reveal that students’ definitions of an ideal teacher are 
extremely diverse and personal, while research suggests that teachers are equally 

as diverse in their approaches to teaching. There is therefore a demonstrable 
relationship between student investment in MTI and MTI teacher identity that is 

complex and difficult to describe with quantitative data.  
 With regards to identity, the data demonstrates that participants hold a 
strong sense of an English-speaking identity and to some extent this was shown 

to drive investment in MTI, although the bipartite nature of the quantitative 
questions made these results unclear. In contrast, qualitative answers 

demonstrate that students are grateful to have MTI as a space to develop a 
language they can use with imagined language communities, be themselves, 
express their opinions and assert ownership of the language itself – suggesting 

that students appreciate the MTI class most as a Third Space. Most strongly of all, 
however, it can be concluded that MTI challenges students to develop their 

English, in contrast with the English L2 classroom which was universally viewed 
as deficient. In sum, the questionnaire was successful in demonstrating that 
factors expressed by individual interview participants as being important for their 

investment in MTI are in fact indicative of more widely held views among many 
Year 9 English-Speaking students. These individual participants are described now 

in more detail.  
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Thematic Analysis of Lived 
Experiences 
In this section is a description of the findings gathered via semi-structured 

interviews with four participants, Lucas, Alice, Hannah and Julie. A short biography 
about each participant precedes a description of their responses, which are 

organised under the themes Insufficient English at School, English as a High-
Status Language, Identity and Teacher Role. The discussion of each student is 
suffixed with a summary which contextualises their lived experience within the 

theoretical framework of the study.  
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Lucas 

 

Overview 
Lucas is a Year 9 student at School 2. Lucas moved to Sweden with his family 
from South Africa when he was 11 years old, having attended an international 

school there. He learned Swedish from his Swedish mother and German from his 
Austrian father, as well as the English that was predominant throughout his school, 
social and home life in South Africa. Lucas therefore counts English as an L1, 

despite neither of his parents being L1 English speakers. When asked if he speaks 
English with his family, Lucas described a complicated scenario, first stating that 

he communicates with his Swedish mother in English but later saying MTI is the 
only place he speaks English as communication with his sister occurs in Swedish. 
Here it becomes unclear how much Lucas, with Swedish as his self-stated 

“strongest” language, communicates in English in the home.  His interview 
responses show that he makes a distinction between “actively” and “passively” 

using English, perhaps suggesting that his passive use of English occurs 
frequently, although the active use of English is more limited. 

English-Speaking students without L1 English-Speaking parents encounter 

a problematic situation when enrolling in English MTI. The requirement set by the 
Swedish school board that students have the language of MTI tuition as an 
“everyday language in use in the home” (dagliga umgängesspråk i hemmet) and 

that “At least one guardian has a language other than Swedish as their mother 
tongue” (en eller båda vårdnadshavarna har annat språk än svenska som 

modersmål) is often interpreted by schools to mean that students only have the 
right to English MTI if at least one parent is an L1 English speaker. This is 
troublesome for students like Lucas who do not have an L1 English-Speaking 

parent and whose daily use of language in the home is multifaceted and context 
dependent. For many Swedish children, English is a language that is used daily in 

the home (Henry, 2017), even if this use is passive as Lucas himself mentioned.  

Lucas began attending his current school in Year 5 (Årskurs 5) but focussed 
first on integrating into the school system and developing his Swedish for school 
use. In Year 6, Lucas began to attend English MTI, in Year 7 he dropped out and 

then in Year 8 he switched to German MTI. It is not permitted to attend multiple 
MTI classes in a single school year even if students are multilingual, but the 

decision to allow annual switching between L1s year-on-year lies with the school 
principal. Lucas is in a position to compare and reflect upon two different teaching 

and learning environments and the roles that these play in his life as a German 
and English-Speaking person. 

Now in Year 9, Lucas is interested in obtaining a final grade for MTI that he 
can exchange for a lower grade in another subject as part of his application for 

study at Gymnasium. He believes that his English is stronger than his German and 
therefore attending English MTI is more likely to result in a desirable grade. 

Despite explicitly stating grade attainment as his primary motivating factor Lucas’ 
interview responses reveal more implicit reasons for his investment in English MTI.  
Lucas’ teacher, Laura, initially was wary of Lucas’ application to study English, as 

he had previously attended German. Furthermore he applied late, after the school 
year had already begun, and she was concerned that it would be both more 

difficult to set a well-substantiated grade and unfair on other students in the class 
who had been present for all the lessons of the term if she allowed Lucas to join 
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and be assessed after fewer lessons. The decision to allow Lucas to join the class 
midway through the autumn term of his final year was based his previous good 

attainment in both English and German, confirmation from his German teacher 
that he was not “running away” from a bad grade in German, and affirmation from 

the Principal of the school that Lucas could switch from one language to another. 

 

Insufficient English at School  
Lucas’ investment in MTI is intrinsically linked to his investment, or lack thereof, 

in his obligatory English lessons. His teacher for obligatory English has already set 
Lucas an “A” grade. He took a test to demonstrate the grade requirements for this 

level at the beginning of the school year. Effectively this means that, for two hours 
a week when the rest of his class are studying English, Lucas does other things: 

Lucas: “I only write texts but we never really speak English. Now my class 
has 2 hours of English a week, an hour on Wednesday and an hour on 

Friday. There are a lot of exercises but I am not a part of those classes, 
because I work on my own stuff during those hours …But there are, I mean, 

tests and projects that they need to do but I don't really speak in English.”  

Inherent in Lucas’ response is the idea that a certain hard limit as to the sufficiency 
of his use of English has been reached. This limit is dictated by the specifications 
of the “A” grade; beyond this point there is no use in studying English any further 

in the class, because the instrumental value of the study is linked to grade 
attainment. Lucas is therefore no longer invested in his obligatory English lessons: 

Interviewer: “You're working on other things. Are you happy with that? 

Do you think it's a good use of time? 

Lucas: “Yeah I'm happy with that.” 

In addition, when asked to reflect over the various tasks he had been set 
throughout his years of obligatory English, Lucas recalls primarily that the lessons 

were easy: 

Lucas: “Well we had, like, vocabulary which we had to know but I never 
had to study them so I just used to write them down. And homeworks and 

stuff so, and then of course we also had like, hearing and listening exercises 
where they would play a video or something and then raised your hand and 
answered the questions and stuff and it was easy. Also like, comprehension, 

we had a text and then you had to answer questions, I also did that.”  

The tasks set in Lucas’ classes were easy enough for him that he feels he “never 
had to study”. Since Lucas has historically not felt that his classes were challenging 

him with new information, it is easy to see why his investment in the subject is 
low. Furthermore, he believes he was able to achieve an A-grade with a minimum 

of effort, and he says that tasks were rarely differentiated to provide a challenge: 

Interviewer: “Have you ever had separate English tasks given to you in 
those classes?” 

Lucas: “Yeah we had, like, English course University something, I can't 
really remember, it was a website that we got from our English teacher and 

where you could choose a course about, for example, Sustainable 
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Development but I can't really remember what. We used computers, we 
have our own laptops.” 

Even where differentiated tasks were provided, these were meant to be carried 

out by Lucas alone on a laptop without input from the teacher and he could choose 
his own lessons. Interestingly, “Sustainable Development” is a topic Lucas 

remembers from his MTI classes, suggesting either that he does not remember 
the content of these additional computer courses or that he chose an overlapping 

topic:  

Interviewer: “Do you think there's anything particularly good about MTI 
that springs to mind?” 

Lucas: “Well for example, we've talked about sustainable development and 
we don't really have those [air quotation marks] real relevant subjects in 

other classes or in other, like, maybe in English maybe we talk about 
random texts in a text book but here we talk about relevant things, that's 

probably the biggest plus.” 

For Lucas, a key benefit of attending MTI is the chance to engage with topics in a 
way he views as “relevant” and “real”. Even if his obligatory English lessons have 

offered him vocabulary, exercises, videos and even a whole wealth of online 
courses for him to choose between, something about the delivery of these topics 
did not feel equally as “real” or “relevant” as the topics in his MTI class. A potential 

explanation lies in Lucas’ view of the MTI class as the main place where he 
produces English, rather than passively receives it: 

Interviewer: “Do you think skipping a year [of MTI] had any effect on your 

English?” 

Lucas: “Absolutely, yeah. I feel my English like, worsening all the time” 
[Laugh] 

Interviewer: “Do you think it forces you to speak English, makes you 

speak in English?” 

Lucas: “Yeah” 

** 

Lucas: “Well I watch movies in English, and series and I watch YouTube. I 
listen to music. [pause] er. It's only listening though, you never speak to a 

movie.” 

Interviewer: “So is hemspråk the main place where you produce English?” 

Lucas: “Yeah” 

** 

Lucas: “I don't think I use less English than I did before [now that I have 
stopped participating in English lessons] because I didn't use the English 

hours that well before, well I did use them but it was mostly texts there 
was not much hearing or speaking.” 

Even when differentiated tasks were provided to Lucas, the fact that these were 

carried out individually, and did not offer the chance for interaction and thus the 
production of English, made them less engaging. In contrast, when asked about 
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the kinds of tasks he has been doing in MTI Lucas was able to recall with greater 
clarity exactly which topics he found interesting:  

Lucas: “I remember once we got a picture by Van Gogh and we had to 

write a short novel or story, short story about this picture about our feelings 
or whatever that we felt about it. And like in normal English lessons it would 

be just you would have a topic already and write about it.” 

Interviewer: “So you had a bit more freedom to write what you wanted?” 

Lucas: “Exactly. And I also think how you're graded is, like, higher. More 
difficult to get a higher grade so then you'll still write better.”  

Here it can clearly be seen that Lucas makes a connection between investment 

and the demands set by the grade. His text about Van Gogh had to be “better” 
because it was harder to get a higher grade. Before this, however, Lucas mentions 

that writing activities in his L2 English lessons are rigidly structured to guide lower 
attaining students, which he feels would have restricted the freedom of his writing. 
Due to the higher grade requirement and resultant execution and task choice 

Lucas therefore perceives English MTI as more difficult, with more opportunities 
for interactional engagement. His investment can therefore be summarised as a 

need for an English-speaking environment that challenges him and encourages his 
participation.  

 

English as a High-Status Language  
Lucas, as a multilingual student with both German and English in addition to his 
Swedish, has explicitly chosen to invest more in English MTI than in German MTI. 

According to Lucas there were no distinct differences between the format and 
content of German MTI and English MTI:  

Lucas: “It was very alike the English lessons. I don't think we read a book 
but we did have the same, like, relevant topics and like, texts, novels and 

short story writing. We were 4 people, sometimes I think max 4.”  

The overarching reason for Lucas giving up German is because he perceives 
English as easier and therefore the English MTI class as a better route to a high 

grade: 

Interviewer: “Could you speak German when you moved?” 

Lucas: “Yeah but my English was much better than my German…I wanted 
to start it again because I wanted to exchange one of my grades with my 

mother tongue grade. Like the worst grade. So I chose that yeah.” 

It is easy to understand why Lucas considers himself stronger in English than in 
the L1 of his father. Lucas’ biliteracy continuum (Hornberger, 2008) has been 

affected by his living in South Africa without any formal German classes as well 
as the fact that his music and film preferences are in English: 

Lucas: “Well I watch movies in English, and series and I watch YouTube. I 
listen to music.” 

 Interviewer: “Do you ever listen to music, watch series, in German?” 

 Lucas: “No, never” 
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In addition, being an L1 English speaker comes with benefits that Lucas does not 
associate with being an L1 German speaker, such as that it is an international 

language: 

Interviewer: “What's the best thing about having English as your mother 
tongue?” 

Lucas: “Well I could be that I didn't have to work in my English lessons 

[laughs]. But yeah that it is an international language. And I still have some 
contact with some friends in South Africa and talk to them and... yeah, so 

it's easy to communicate.” 

In fact, Lucas could have taken German as a subject in school, and found that he 
“didn’t have to work” as hard as the other students there, however his perception 
of the modern language classroom versus the English learning classrooms is very 

different: 

Lucas: “No. I can't remember why I didn't choose German. I think German 
would have been more difficult because I've never had like, lessons, I just 

like, can have a, I can understand German and speak it ok but I don't like, 
know the rules and grammar.” 

Modern language classes, besides English, are viewed by Lucas as a place for 

grammar and repetitive exercises as shown by his description of his Spanish 
lessons: 

Interviewer: “Are the things you do in the Spanish lessons the same as 

what you do in your English lessons?” 

Lucas: “No it's a lot more basic. It's a lot more vocabulary and er, 
translating texts and er, yeah. It's not very complicated.” 

Paradoxically, Lucas views the modern language class as “not complicated”, more 
“basic”, and yet the reason why he avoided studying German was because he 

believed it would be more difficult than Spanish. Lucas’ relationship with the 
German language may well be more complicated than with English. 

At this point, the themes of language status and identity start to merge in 

their roles as aspects of Lucas’ investment in language learning. Something which 
Lucas specifically mentioned was lacking from his MTI German was book reading. 

In fact, books are important to Lucas: 

Lucas: “I am reading the book that we've got, The Book Thief, and I haven't 
read an English book in years and I feel that it's a way of bringing back 
memories and making my spelling better, for example.” 

Texts are a way for Lucas to explore his own memories, as much as they are an 
instrumental tool for improving spelling. The fact that Lucas has more contact with 
English texts, in the form of books but also other media, means that he has more 

opportunities to explore himself as an English speaker.  

Interviewer: “Have you read any books in English beside the one you're 
reading in class now?” 

Lucas: “Yeah I read lots when I was small, or well younger, yeah maybe 

6th, 5th grade and before that I read lots but now, yeah.”  
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Interviewer: “Do you read in German?” 

Lucas: “No only Swedish and English” 

But before falling into the trap of believing Lucas’ English-Speaking identity is so 

well defined, it is worth remembering what his most dominant language is: 

Interviewer: “Which language do you think is your strongest?” 

Lucas: “It's Swedish now, before it was English but now when I moved to 
Sweden, yeah” 

Interviewer: “Why do you think that happened?” 

Lucas: “Well now I only speak English with my mum, my brother and my 

dad but my little sister for example only speaks Swedish so I mostly speak 
Swedish, and with my friends as well” 

Interviewer: “Do you ever use English at school?” 

Lucas: “No, not really no. I only write texts but we never really speak 

English.” 

Interviewer: “Do you speak to your classmates outside the English 
lesson?” 

Lucas: “Well one of them is in my class but we're not like, close friends.” 

Interviewer: “Do you talk to her in English or-“ 

Lucas: “Yeah I talk to her in Swedish” [Laugh] 

Interviewer: “Do you speak to any other adults in school in English?” 

Lucas: “No.” 

Since moving to Sweden, Swedish has taken over as Lucas’ main language. Here 
the language hegemony of the school can be clearly seen, neither adults nor other 
English-Speaking students communicate with Lucas in English. This may come as 

somewhat of a surprise considering the ubiquity and high status of the language.  

 

Identity  
Swedish and English hegemony, the former in official settings and the latter in 
personal and home settings, has affected Lucas’ development of a German 
speaking identity: 

Interviewer: “Do you feel like you have different identities, do you feel 

like you are a different person when you are speaking in English, Swedish, 
German?” 

Lucas: [Smiling, brightening] “Yeah. I definitely do. Well, that's maybe 

because I am more comfortable but I swear a lot more when I am speaking 
in Swedish and er, I use a lot like, more like, slang I don't know. And when 

I am speaking English, like we went to Uganda - like we lived there before 
when I was even younger, last Christmas and there I only spoke in English. 
But for example, there I would never swear in English and I would like, 

become a little bit more [sits up straight, squares shoulders] fine and nice 
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[laughs] yeah, that's basically it. But German I don't really speak, I am not 
very good at German and I don't have a very good relationship with my 

cousins and stuff that speak German, that's mostly because of the 
language. So. I don't really know. I could have a conversation but not very 

deep or anything. I do understand it perfectly but yeah, speaking is 
difficult.”  

First and foremost, Lucas describes his Swedish identity which he is “comfortable” 

expressing. Secondly, his English identity is related primarily to places he lived 
while growing up and notions of behaving more politely. Lucas’ German identity is 
restricted as “speaking is difficult”. The effect on his investment in German MTI is 

clear; he has eschewed the subject in favour of English and further to this, ranked 
his skill in the language against other students in the German MTI classroom, 

which he did not do for other language subjects: 

Lucas: Well we all knew each other [in the German class] like, the ones 
who are the same ages. The one who was older we didn't have any contact 
with her, yeah but she was also better at German than us so we could ask 

her for help. 

The lack of an environment which challenges Lucas to produce rather than 
passively receive German has led to a catch-22 in which he does not feel his 

German is adequate, so he does not communicate freely with his German-
speaking family, so he does not have any opportunity to speak. Meanwhile, the 

MTI English classroom is regarded by Lucas as a place for active use of English 
and this, as mentioned in “status of English” above, is a key reason for investing. 
Lucas even tries to find opportunities to speak to his Swedish family in English as 

a way of maintaining the language: 

Lucas: “I speak to my mum in English. We do try to speak as much English 
as we can because you want to remember the language but it does happen 

sometimes that you use Swedish sentences or I don't know, slang that I 
don't know how to use in English.”  

Swedish is used to supplement Lucas’ English, particularly when it comes to slang 
words. Slang represents a class of language not readily available in the top-down 

contexts in which Lucas develops most of his language.  

 

Teacher Role 
At no point throughout his interview did Lucas discuss any of his language 

teachers. However, this does not mean that they have no bearing on his 
investment. It is, after all, the teacher who decides on the content of the language 

course, within the confines of the curriculum, and on this subject Lucas did have 
something to say. It was his non-MTI English teacher who provided him with text 
books and online courses that he has poor recollection of, his German teacher who 

chose not to include literature as a subject and his English MTI teacher who 
decided that Van Gogh and Sustainable Development were subjects the students 

would engage with. When asked if there was anything negative about MTI, Lucas 
remarked that: 

Lucas: “At the moment we have like, 4 projects on the go at the same 

time, we're reading a book and we have to write a novel and we have to 
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work about sustainable development and we have to write a speech. That's 
tough.” 

In contrast with his perception of obligatory English as so easy as to be 

unengaging, Lucas feels overwhelmed by the amount of topics and tasks required 
for MTI. Within the observed lesson, Lucas’ teacher Laura had the four projects 

named above written on the board. She also admitted that topics often end up 
overlapping as she struggles to find time within the limited number of lessons to 

cover all the topics and make sure students are demonstrating all the skills 
required by the curriculum. The abundance of topics, however, does not seem to 
affect Lucas’ investment. He is happy to be reading books, he mentioned enjoying 

the sustainability topic and as for speeches, they represent the active production 
of language which is a reason for engaging in MTI. Instead, the difficult time 

constraints and schedule placement of the lesson represents more of a hindrance, 
both to Laura in her planning and to Lucas himself: 

Lucas: “It is quite annoying to have, like, a whole school day and then be 
like, ah yes I'm done and then have to come to another lesson, that's 

probably the biggest reason [why I quit MTI in Year 7].” 

 

Analysis 
 

Lucas’ lived experience as a student both of German and English MTI offers insight 

into the clash that can occur between the rigid definition of MTI as defined by the 
Ministry of Education and the reality of multilingual students’ lives. This tension 

between fixed structures and the multiplicity of multicultural modern life is a 
phenomenon documented throughout research into critical discourse analysis, 
according to which Lived Experiences result in complicated holistic image of 

language users that are challenging for traditionally bureaucratic notions of what 
language is, does and how it should be taught (Blommaert, 2008). A multilingual 

student who is forced to choose one of several inherent languages does exactly 
that. Lucas’ investment in English instead of German is dependent on his feeling 
“stronger” in the former, undoubtedly a result of the ubiquity of English contra 

German in his biliteracy continuum (Hornberger, 2008), and his growing up in 
South Africa and thereby belonging to a group with an English-Speaking linguistic 

repertoire (Gumperz, 1964). With the exception of occasional communication with 
geographically distant family, Lucas has never navigated German heteroglossia 

(Bakhtin, 1981) and emerged with a fixed repertoire. In contrast, it is exactly the 
need to express his established English repertoire that drives Lucas’ investment 
in MTI. His identity as a German speaker meanwhile suffers, resulting in his 

relationship with his German-speaking family being strained due to 
communication difficulties. As Busch (2015) points out, feelings of shame relating 

to insufficiency in the production of language can be devastating for investment. 
This may perhaps explain why Lucas chose Spanish rather than German as his 
elected language in compulsory education and thereby missed out on the 

opportunity to study all three of his mother tongues simultaneously.  

 In strictly cognitivist terms, as a quantity of commitment to learning English 
(Norton Peirce, 1995), Lucas is not motivated. After the conclusion of data 

collection, Lucas stopped attending MTI. He does not participate in L2 English at 
all and expressed annoyance in having to wait after school to attend MTI. 
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However, when viewed as a heterogenous individual with all the background 
information therein, Lucas is highly invested in learning English (ibid.). He enjoys 

reading in English, speaking to his friends abroad, speaks to his Austrian and 
Swedish family in English to maintain the skill, only watches films in English and 

recognises that he has a distinct identity as an English speaker. He specifically 
mentions that his English has suffered as a result of not attending MTI and is 
grateful that MTI is a space with a focus on bottom-up speech acts and 

participation rather than rote learning and text-book utilisation. There is therefore 
an unfortunate disjoint between Lucas’ investment and his motivation, a 

phenomenon which Norton Peirce (2015: 2) explains can result from disagreement 
with classroom practises. However, in this case the phenomenon is possibly better 
explained by the logistical hindrances inherent in MTI delivery, namely it starting 

directly when a long school day ends, adds additional workload to a student with 
considerable pre-existing pressures and does not allow for dual language 

development in multilingual students which has meant that Lucas has jumped 
between languages rather than experiencing a stable period in either class. Finally, 
while Lucas does have an English-speaking identity, this is rooted not in his family 

but in his experiences living in South Africa. Thus his imagined language 
community is now far removed from his life as a Swedish student. He therefore 

has no strong, forceful drive to conform to notions of what it means to be an 
English speaker, a drive which is readily apparent in the investment of the 

following three participants.  
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Alice  

 

Overview 
 

Alice is an English-speaking Year 9 student at School 4, a comprehensive 
secondary school in a suburb of Stockholm. She is the daughter of an MTI English 

teacher who has attended MTI lessons since she began school, but she has never 
had her own mother as her teacher. This year the MTI class at Alice’s school was 
scheduled at a time which clashed with her basketball practises and the decision 

was taken to drop MTI. Despite the possibility of not being able to achieve a final 
grade for the English that she has worked on throughout her school career, Alice 

is content with the decision to drop English as basketball is a particular focus for 
her and a core element of the gymnasium program she has applied to for the 

future. Recently Alice has struggled with some personal issues and believes that 
the prioritisation of basketball feels best. It may be possible for Alice to take a test 
to achieve a grade in English without attending lessons, but this is at the discretion 

of the school principal and remains to be seen. Either way, Alice reflects 
overwhelmingly positively upon her time as an MTI student. 

In elementary school, from preschool to Year 4, Alice’s MTI instruction took 

the form of small, relatively homogenous classes of three or four students taught 
by Celia, a teacher who features prominently as a positive element in the MTI 
experiences of both Alice and another student in the study, Julia. During her 

middle school years, Alice’s English lessons became more varied, in Year 5 she 
had one teacher, in Year 6 she had two different teachers owing to a maternity 

cover, in Year 7 her teacher was not employed by Stockholm city council but 
brought in from another borough, and in Year 8 she had another new teacher. 
Alice reflects upon MTI as a consistent experience, speaking of the different 

activities over the years as part of the overall MTI progression, despite what was 
in reality a fairly inconsistent combination of teaching styles, borough-led 

guidelines and schools.  

Since it was not possible to observe Alice’s MTI classes, examples of her 
work as a young student are included in the discussion of her experience and she 

was encouraged during the interview to describe the kinds of activities she was 
used to performing during lessons. Using the folder of saved work as a discussion 
point resulted in reflections that were nostalgic and revealed that MTI was not 

simply a lesson for the performance of linguistic tasks but an important space for 
identity building, such as finding stories in the mother tongue that made a lasting 

impression on Alice as a young student, talking to an adult teacher who had what 
Alice describes as a wealth of cultural knowledge, and using a language usually 
reserved for the home domain in the creation of ideas, grammar and glossaries. 

Insufficient English at School  

Having attended school in Sweden from preschool until Year 9, and having taken 
part in MTI throughout, Alice is able to reflect upon her school career and discuss 

changes in her English education over time. Until recently, obligatory English 
lessons have not presented any challenge to Alice: 

Interviewer: “Did you take part in regular English classes as well?” 

Alice: “I did but of course it was very, it was a lot under my level” 
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Interviewer: “Even all the way up until 9?” 

Alice: “I would say so. That's because my teacher now… that I can say is 
not under my level, that has actually been really good, especially seeing my 

classmates who don't have English as a home language that they can also 
speak on my level, not always but it's been good to um, you know have 

those people around me, because before that it has been very easy, like 
you know "this is a kitchen utensil called a fork" [laughs]. So 8 and 9 has 

been easier to handle because it hasn't been that I just sit there and er, 
you know roll my thumbs, but before that we had this book called English 
7 and we read a few chapters and we had to do a skit or play maybe 

sometimes and that was just a breeze I didn't have to try for that.” 

Historically, Alice’s obligatory English lessons have left her “rolling her thumbs” 
with very little to do. Her strongest memory of these lessons is that they revolved 

around a text book. The material in this text book was not suitable for Alice: 

Alice: “Yeah you know, it's um, like any language you're trying to learn, 
it's these short texts about like, what I do in the kitchen, or like, this is my 
room or bed or stuff, so that's very handy if you're just learning a language 

but if you already know then that for me won't do anything because it's 
very simple, which it needs to be if you're just learning” 

As mentioned above, only in the last year has Alice started to engage with her 

classmates in English on a level that she feels is natural. It is the interactional 
elements of her lessons such as this, as well as “skits”, “plays” and presentations, 

that are the focus of Alice’s reflections rather than the passive elements revolving 
around the textbook: 

Interviewer: “What do you wish you did more of in English?” 

Alice: “Presentations, we would have you know a short presentation, I 

wrote about this week and everyone was like "yeah good job" but it would 
be fun if like, if they actually said now we want you to write about a country 
that was colonised by the British and you can use that in a presentation, 

and it would be fun to have a power point made and stand in front of 
everyone and present this and then that, it would have been fun, but I am 

very dominant verbally and I am good at speaking.”  

Although Alice enjoyed giving a presentation, she also explained that she felt the 
task could have been even more challenging, involving a research task and a 
writing task to complement the presentation. Unlike Lucas, however, who stopped 

participating in obligatory English and never felt that tasks were differentiated for 
him, Alice recalls that some attempt was made to challenge her and make her 

included in the lessons: 

Interviewer: “What kinds of things did you do in English when you were 
younger?” 

Alice: “Either if they knew I went to home language and I had something 

to do for that I would get to do that in the lesson. I even remember that 
my older brother got to go to the English class above him but that didn't 
work with my schedule… They were well aware that English was not at my 

level, they would give me extra material, I think sometimes also if we were 
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working on vowels and said does anyone know this, and I knew it, then 
maybe I would get up and have to present to my class what it was… “ 

Alice’s response here shows the various methods that are employed in schools to 

provide suitable English lessons for students who already speak English. In some 
cases students are given tasks from older classes or physically placed in older 

classes, as Alice’s older brother experienced. Otherwise students are given 
completely separate material to work on, which means there cannot be an 

interactional element to their lesson. In both of these cases the English student is 
not so much differentiated for as completely separated from the class into their 
own category. The fourth example given by Alice is that of a language 

ambassador, who uses their knowledge to assist others in the same class. While 
this means the student can continue to be part of the class, the effectiveness of 

this approach depends on how useful the task is not only to the class learning 
from the ambassador but also to the ambassador. Alice did not elaborate on which 
tasks she felt were most useful, but her overarching view of English classes 

suggests that none of the above tasks were particularly engaging: 

Interviewer: “What did people think about you doing English hemspråk?” 

Alice: “I think they automatically got that, ok so you're not entertained in 
normal English classes.”  

** 

Alice: “I wasn't up to my neck in things to do [in English class], it was 

pretty easy...I could do it all.” 

** 

Alice: “English at school wasn't enough.  I was malnourished in English, so 
to speak.” 

The feeling of being “malnourished” in her mother tongue is a strong factor in 

Alice’s investment in MTI. The tasks set in MTI were better suited to Alice’s level, 
to the extent that she even remembers being given the homework tasks from MTI 

in her obligatory English lessons. When asked if the activities in her MTI classes 
were helpful Alice was positive: 

Alice: “Yes absolutely my vocabulary is so much bigger, it's wider and er, 

now I am not so worried about writing any more which I was before… The 
writing part in year 5 up will now has helped me a lot. making me 
comfortable, letting me know I can write things, this has helped me not 

only in English but in other subjects, just letting me know that I can write 
this text, I don't have to worry about it... [It] has helped me understand 

the structures I might need to use in Swedish class or Swedish subjects, 
but also I see that er, there are differences between how you write 
something in English compared to Swedish…so I just get a bigger picture.” 

In contrast with Lucas, who felt MTI represented an opportunity for spoken 

communication which he otherwise lacked, Alice believes MTI has been 
instrumental in the development of her writing. Outside the classroom, Alice uses 

English most of the time. This has important ramifications for her investment in 
MTI with regards to both the capital awarded by being an English speaker and 

Alice’s sense of her own identity. 
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English as a High-Status Language  
Alice considers English to be her strongest language and makes use of the fact 
that it can be spoken almost anywhere in her daily life: 

Interviewer: “Which language do you use at home?” 

Alice: “English” 

Interviewer: “Which language do you use at school?” 

Alice: “English” 

Interviewer: “And with your friends?” 

Alice: “Er, Swedish but every now and then I will speak English to them 

because it's easier. They understand it, they won't respond in English but 
they'll respond in Swedish…I sometimes find that Swedish isn't as rich a 

language as English is. So I will describe things, or I will find better words 
for it than in Swedish to use with my friends.” 

Alice is also fluent in what is affectionately known in Sweden as “Swengelska”, or 
“Swenglish”. The high prevalence of English/Swedish bilingualism in Sweden has 

led to a phenomenon whereby it is common to substitute Swedish words with 
English ones mid-sentence: 

Interviewer: “Do you speak English with any of your school teachers?” 

Alice: “I'll start asking him something in Swedish and then that, again, the 

Swedish will kind of finish and I'll have to describe it better in English so it 
won't be as I said, an entire conversation or an entire question, I will just 

er, flika in, with er English words in the sentences.” 

But it is not only Alice, as an L1 speaker, who uses English words when speaking 
to other Swedes: 

Alice: “Swedish people do that too, a lot, especially those who play a lot of 

computer games and so on, that they'll say, oh, vi har inte nog med 
resources. So no I do not think I'm the only one to do so but I might be the 
only one doing it more frequently.” 

Alice notes, however, that as an L1 speaker she perceives herself using more 

English words, and beyond this she is frustrated as she feels Swedish is not rich 
enough to convey exactly what she wants:  

Alice: “I find that there are several words that could describe one thing 

whereas in Swedish there is one word to use… I can say, prominent income 
factor, and then I'm trying to describe it to my friends in Swedish and I'll 

go, er, what? 'cause you can say like, a main income factor or like, a recent 
income factor, stuff like that and I will just have to go over to English 
because I just can't… Swedish isn't enough, so to say. I probably could find 

a word for prominent but you'd have to give me time.” [Laughs] 

It is fortunate for Alice, unlike speakers of other languages, that she can use 
English words in a Swedish context and be understood. The link between the 

cultural capital of English and Alice’s investment in MTI does not lie, therefore, in 
her desire for a space to develop English so she can use it universally, or 
understand pop culture, or communicate better – she already feels that English is 
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her strongest language. Instead, the formal language learning environment 
motivates Alice in other ways: 

Alice: “As people in the olden days would learn Latin, and how languages 

are built and are spoken… English is like that for me... Home language is a 
smaller class so it's focussed on me and what I need to work on… so it's 

just been for the benefit of me, and that has then helped the English I 
already speak and then that also …complements the Swedish language so 

much…Also, Spanish I am learning…I can see the similarities and I can 
understand the words and structures, because, say, "apartment" in Spanish 
is "apartamento", "promise" is "prometto", so. It gives me such an 

advantage in other languages.”  

MTI is taught in small groups, enabling content to be targeted with greater ease 
at the level of individual students. Alice therefore feels that the linguistic 

development she has made as a result of attending MTI has helped her understand 
other languages and be more confident in English. Whether this instrumental value 
of language learning was in fact a motivational force at the time of Alice’s 

attending MTI is contentious, she reflects upon the progress she has made rather 
than stating that she invested in MTI because she knew it would help with other 

languages. In fact, being the only student was sometimes negative, as Alice 
explains: 

Interviewer: “Can you think of an example of a bad lesson?” 

Alice: “I was the only one there and I just had to come and write all the 

time… and I remember it was just me and Jack and he would just watch me 
writing so, it was annoying.” 

The format of the lesson as a small class where students receive individual 
attention can either have a positive or negative effect on investment depending 

on how the lesson is delivered.  

Here the benefit of a biographical approach to investment can be seen. 
Measured statically, Alice’s motivation at the time of the quote above in Year 6 

would have been completely different to her motivation overall, which has been 
high. She believes as a Year 9 student that her time spent in MTI was useful and 

allowed her access to instrumental benefits of the English language that she might 
otherwise have lacked.  

Identity  
It is clear from Alice’s interview answers that her identity as an English speaker is 
by far the most important driving factor in her investment in MTI. In her 
explanations of her linguistic identities, Alice describes herself as conflicted: 

Alice: “My mother tongue and my stronger language is English so er, 

immediately that makes me more comfortable when I am speaking…whilst 
in Swedish I have to think before I say something sometimes, because the 

culture it's so different. In Sweden you're reserved and you don't always 
speak out your opinions, or maybe sometimes you do but there's just a 
different ring to it than I would do if I was speaking in English…it's just a 

different culture and how people act so I would definitely say I have two 
different identities.” 
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The act of being both English and Swedish results in the need for Alice to behave 
in what she views as opposite ways. Having an “English” identity can make it 

difficult for Alice to navigate the Swedish context all around her, she has to think 
more before she speaks and she has to modify her approach to others: 

Alice: “Swedish people are also nice, but say if I'm in England and I'm 

taking a walk and I see someone I've never spoken to before and I say oh 
‘hi, do you live this way, yes we come here every Wednesday’, you know 

you just, that doesn't happen in Sweden, you don't look at them, you don't 
look them in the eye you're not kind of, perceiving them, you're not saying 
you're a human being and I see you and I understand that, you just live in 

two separate bubbles, two separate worlds.” 

Despite mentioning that she uses English words to supplement Swedish 
communication, as discussed above, there are fairly defined contexts for each 

language, and therefore the cultures that are inextricably linked. Alice’s home is 
a predominantly English-Speaking sphere: 

Alice: “With mum and dad it was always English but with my brothers it 
was always Swedish and it could mostly be when we were arguing a lot and 

then we would go over to Swedish, but now I speak English to them as 
well.” 

For matters relating to school, hobbies and friends outside the home, the main 

language is Swedish: 

Alice: “The only hobby I have is basketball and that's a Swedish team, so 
[I speak Swedish]…I only use Snapchat in Swedish because my friends and 

I have a group on there for schoolwork and then that will be in Swedish, 
…otherwise I have my friends on there and they are Swedish speaking.” 

There is inevitable overlap between the English and Swedish speaking spheres, 

for example Swedish also makes its way into Alice’s home life in the form of 
homework: 

Alice: “I will use Swedish at home when I am working with school work, 
say I am working with science and it is very hard for me to know all of the 

names of the elements as I am learning them in Swedish.” 

And Alice is a language ambassador, helping her English-Speaking parents with 
their Swedish: 

 Alice: “When mum has a question, ‘how do you say this in Swedish?’, then 

I'll tell her.” 

Despite what looks like a balance between Alice’s use of English and use of 
Swedish in her navigation of different contexts, she nevertheless feels that the 

overarching Swedish language hegemony is a threat to her English-Speaking 
identity: 

Alice: “If I live in Sweden and I don't know my culture because all I'm 

getting fed with is Swedish culture, it will be very tough for me when I grow 
up, … I see myself so much as an English person, or as a Brit, um, but that 
would be so weird if I couldn't fathom where I am from or what I'm about, 

where I've come from and I couldn't fit into that community if I so wanted 
to, if I hadn't been taught about it during my early years. And as I said if I 
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am constantly fed with Swedish culture then that will just make me more 
and more Swedish. It would separate me from the English part of me and 

it would be harder to get back to it.” 

There is thus a negative instrumentality inherent in Alice’s investment in MTI, she 
wishes to be acquainted with English-Speaking culture in order not to lose contact 

with that side of herself and an imagined language community. Consequently, 
Alice mentions most fondly those lessons in her MTI career which she labels as 

pertaining to “culture”: 

Alice: “Celia…there was so much culture in her lessons and when I got older 
with Jack, and Amelia and Tina we were focussing on what I wasn't so great 
at which was my writing, in that case, there was a lot of writing from then 

on and maybe not so much culture because we were focussing on getting 
better at er, em, with my writing skills, and then with Jonathan it was 

culture all over again”  

There is a disjoint in Alice’s perception of tasks between “culture” and “writing”. 
Furthermore, despite reading books written by, about, and for English speakers 
and discussing their content, this does not represent the English-Speaking 

“culture” that Alice is most interested in: 

Interviewer: “Celia and Jonathan were culture focussed, so what did you 
do in the middle?” 

Alice: “Well with Jack it was books, I would have to er, read, chapters or a 

set of pages before the next lesson and then at the lesson I would have to 
write a summary about it. And then we were really nitpicky in that some 

things… I remember one time very strongly when I wrote "and other stuff" 
and he was like no, no, no. So it was about my vocabulary and enhancing 
it so um, and then with Tina and Amelia it was also writing, not so much 

long summaries as I would with Jack, but they knew my strong suit wasn't 
writing so they would focus on that.”  

However, when prompted to elaborate on what the lessons without culture 

contained, Alice began to wonder whether there actually was a cultural aspect to 
the teaching: 

Alice: “There wasn't much culture, but maybe I'm wrong because I know 

Tina wanted to talk about the climate, stop eating as much meat, I had to 
write about that for one class, and sometimes I had to write about politics 
so that was very interesting. Also there was this erm, I think it was in Year 

6 there was this contest, I think I had to write this short story, I had to 
write about this picture by Vincent Van Gogh, Starry Night yeah, so that 

was a really big writing point. That's where I wrote a lot in Year 6.”  

Here the examples of topics which Alice believes were most “cultural” overlap with 
tasks described by Lucas as being “relevant”. Investment in MTI is shown to 

correlate with how much students can relate to topics being studied, either 
because of personal interest in these topics or because of the way they are taught. 
Research into L2 English learning settings similarly found that classes with a focus 

on authentic materials, rather than textbooks, were effective for increasing 
student motivation for learning English (Henry et al., 2017) 
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Teacher Role 
Alice has had six teachers in her time as an MTI student and their effect on her 
investment is evident in the different ways she discusses their classes. In 
particular, Alice speaks very highly of her first MTI teacher who worked with her 

between Reception class (förskoleklass) and Year 4: 

Alice: “Celia, she was a bit older but she had so much experience in her 
life, she had lived in Africa, in Asia, in England, there was so much culture 

in her lessons and, she was a grandma so it was a kind of grandma figure 
as well, she was taking care of us younger kids and you know we would 
read stories…” 

Alice refers to Celia multiple times as having a ‘grandma’ role: 

Interviewer: “Do you think Celia was a good teacher?” 

Alice: “I think she was probably qualified but that's not what she used with 
the kids when she taught, I think she was more ‘I'm going to be their friend’, 
in that sense, she had the features of a grandma in her.”  

Alice is adamant that the quality she most fondly remembers about this teacher 
is the grandmotherly way she shared her cultural knowledge of English-speaking 
places: 

Alice: “Yeah, you would say, what is this Celia? And she would say oh this 

is in England or this is in London and you know I went there and there is 
this really big bridge and we'd go, [enthusiastically]  ‘yeah yeah!’, and I 

guess it was a story from her own life, so that was culture.” 

Interestingly, however, the written work which Alice has saved from her time as 
a student indicates that there was a particular focus on the part of this teacher to 

encourage reading and writing even from the earliest years: 
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Figure 3: Hickory Dickory Dock, written exercise by Alice in Reception class 

 

Figure 4: Glossary created by Alice in Reception Class 
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Figure 5: Spooky and Happy clocks and writing exercise by Alice in Reception Class 

When reflecting on her time as an older student having to write frequently, Alice 

makes a clear distinction between “culture” and “writing” as separate entities, and 
her manner in discussing “writing” lessons is less enthusiastic than when 
remembering being a child. However, it is clear that the different factors at play, 

such as age, nostalgia, teacher, class size, topics, perceived task difficulty and 
more,  meant that writing as a 6-year old was more fun and had greater 

connection to culture than it did for Alice as a teenager: 

Alice: “I remember doing these and they were very fun, these are my 
books, Spooky and Happy and she gave me cards or pictures and I would 
have to write what was happening in the pictures. This one was about 

clocks, time....” 

Interviewer: “You still remember these stories?” 

Alice: “Absolutely, I loved them, LOVED them so much.”  

As a 6-Year old Alice was also just beginning to write in Swedish, too – as attested 
by the use of “ö” instead of “å” below, in a homework exercise which involved 

Alice asking her mum to help her write what she had done on holiday: 
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Figure 6: Alice’s Holiday 

 

The teacher discussed here, Celia, was successful in turning the MTI classroom 

into a Third Space, in which the experiences of the children and the teacher herself 
were encouraged and shaped the themes of the lesson. The teacher was not 
viewed as a teacher as much as a “friend” or a “grandma”, a role which has caused 

Alice to remember her early lessons as being “fun” and “cultural” rather than 
formal zones for the acquisition of traditional literacy skills. The homework task in 

Figure 6 demonstrates that the third space of the MTI class was expanded to 
encourage parental participation and bring in influences from the home that are 
more often left out of the school experience, resulting in distinct “home” and 

“school” spheres, particularly when it comes to languages. Finally, Alice had Celia 
as a teacher for 5 uninterrupted years, allowing time for a relationship to develop 

and possibly further contributing to Alice’s nostalgia for this phase of her English 
learning in particular.  

 

Analysis 

All three aspects of Darvin and Norton’s model of investment are readily apparent 
in Alice’s experiences of MTI. Despite Alice’s admissions that she speaks English 

with her friends, her teachers, her brothers and in the home, she struggles to 
maintain an English-speaking identity that is commensurate with her idea of an 
idealised member of an imagined English-speaking community (Darvin & Norton, 

2015). This ideal is informed by Alice’s experiences travelling in her parents’ home 
country and observations of other English speakers. The MTI classes which Alice 

reflects most positively upon are therefore those which she believed afforded her 
cultural insight not otherwise available. Alice’s notions of “Englishness” are 
comparable with Palm, Ganuza and Hedman’s (2017) findings that Somali 
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speakers invested in MTI in part due to a desire for “Somaliness”, suggesting that 
in this respect the high status and ubiquity of English does not necessarily remove 

the need felt by MTI students for a space in which to develop their English-
speaking identity. The L2 English class is not such a space, since Alice, as with all 

the other participants, has consistently been dissatisfied with these lessons. There 
was consistently a lack of sufficient challenge in the L2 classroom, and when 
differentiated tasks were set these resulted in Alice being excluded from her peer 

group to work independently, meaning there was no chance for social 
development as an English speaker among other English speakers. Ideological 

factors in the delivery of English tuition under a Swedish hegemonic structure, its 
focus on the instrumental value of English as a global language rather than an 
asset awarding a sense of belonging in an English-speaking community, and the 

exclusion of Alice from any meaningful activity, thereby rendered it less valuable 
to Alice as an L1 speaker.  

 Furthermore, Alice feels better able to express nuance in English, 

suggesting a sense of frustration in not being able to use Swedish for the same 
task. English is therefore a language for Alice to be confident, and beyond this, in 

an imagined community which she sees as more open and friendly. Alice’s 
descriptions of the differences between English and Swedish are emotionally 
charged, she related quasi-anecdotally about being greeted by friendly well-

wishers in England and being ignored by passers-by in Sweden while using these 
incidents as evidence about the openness/closedness inherent in the respective 

languages of the two communities. As Busch (2015) and Bakhtin (1981) explain, 
language and emotion are intrinsically linked. Experiences over time and in 
different spaces shape and reform use of language. It is perhaps unsurprising, 

then, that her descriptions of MTI are also loaded with emotional terminology and 
her personal feelings towards her teachers play a pivotal role in her investment. 

In her discussion of work produced as a child in MTI, Alice used words like “love” 
and “fun”, strong, value-loaded terms that reveal a nostalgic perception of tasks 
that were, in reality, conceived as practise methods for the production of words, 

letters and grammar. Throughout her time as a student of MTI, Alice was 
encouraged to discuss politics, sustainability, literature and meat consumption, all 

of which Alice appreciated as aspects of a “culture” about which she wanted to 
know more. In addition, the grandmotherly stance taken by her first MTI teacher, 
her travels and her own lived experiences helped shape Alice’s imagined 

community and motivated her language learning. This contrasts with Ganuza and 
Hedman’s (2015) findings among Somali and Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian students, 

which demonstrated that MTI took an essentialist approach to culture and 
oversimplified contrasts between Swedish and minority cultures.  

For Alice, symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1977; Darvin & Norton, 2015) in 

speaking English involves understanding “English-Speaking culture” and behaving 
in the way that she believes English speakers do. Cultural capital (ibid.) is awarded 
to Alice in the form of additional understanding in her other languages, such as 

Spanish. For Alice, MTI has always been vital in the creation of such capitals. 
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Hannah 

  

Overview 
Hannah moved to Sweden in 2015 from the United States and started school in 
Year 6. After a few weeks of lessons in School 6, Hannah was approached by 

teachers in the school and encouraged to participate in MTI as a group for speaking 
English and meeting others who were also from the USA. Hannah therefore 
enrolled in MTI throughout Year 6 but stopped attending towards the end of the 

year because she was struggling with her attainment and Swedish language 
acquisition in other areas of her school life. She re-joined MTI at the end of Year 

7 and attributes her steady participation since then to the arrival of a new teacher 
and more confidence in other lessons. Hannah’s current MTI teacher, Anita, is the 
only qualified teacher mentioned in the study. 

The class which Hannah currently attends is a relatively large group 
comprising 12 students between the ages of 14-16 at school. She sees several 
differences between the main functions of obligatory English classes and MTI, 

which she regards as a place to meet other, non-Swedish, peers.  At home 
Hannah’s mother speaks Swedish and her father speaks English. The family has 

undergone a linguistic shift from being a predominantly English-speaking family 
with Swedish roots living in the USA to being an English-speaking family with ever 
more Swedish in the home, surrounded by a Swedish-speaking environment. As 

a result, Hannah is often encouraged to help her American father with his Swedish, 
and speaks a mix of English and Swedish to her siblings. Having faced pressure 

during a key period at school to learn enough Swedish to achieve grades for all 
her subjects, Hannah is keen to use this language as her social tool and expresses 
a wish to consistently improve and develop Swedish up to a level that is 

commensurate with her English. The overall tone of her answers is therefore 
slightly different to that of the other participants. While these other participants 

stress a need to express and develop their English-speaking identity, Hannah sees 
English MTI as a break from expressing and developing her Swedish identity. It is 
difficult to say whether these two identities are distinct and separate from one 

another or if the struggle inherent in the expression of identity in a new Swedish 
medium is demanding and tiring, while communication in English remains 

comfortable and familiar.  Being open and opinionated, for example, are qualities 
which Hannah finds difficult in Swedish, and easy in English. This is the same for 
Alice, above. Prevalent monoglossic ideals dictate that different languages are 

separate entities carrying with them separate cultures (Ganuza & Hedman, 2015; 
Garcia, 2009). Hannah and Alice’s perceived difficulties in expressing certain 

aspects of themselves may not, in fact, stem from linguistic difficulties but instead 
from their coming up against commonly held normative ideas, which they 
themselves have absorbed, about how they are to behave when speaking Swedish 

contra English and vice versa.  

 

Insufficient English at School 
Hannah’s obligatory English lessons changed significantly between Year 8 and Year 
9 and this resulted in her views of the subject becoming more positive. When 
asked to describe these English classes, Hannah describes an environment in 

which she is encouraged to share her views of literature and discuss the views of 
others, something which she particularly enjoys: 
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Hannah: “We actually just got a teacher change in 9th grade… You get a 
book and then you … have to make questions for each other in the 

classroom and then it's not only my perspective … but you also get someone 
else's perspective. I like reading books and analysing and discussing ‘why 

do you think that person did that?’ or ‘what's gonna happen next?’” 

However, for the majority of her time in Swedish secondary school, Hannah was 
not invested in her obligatory English lessons because they challenged her use of 

English. Instead, these lessons represented a challenge to her Swedish and they 
therefore became more like Swedish lessons: 

Hannah: “My other teacher worked from the Wings book a lot, getting to 
know each other, the national test, grammar, writing, glossary words… I 

knew most of the words, so it would be more of a Swedish lesson for me 
because I would have to learn the Swedish words and practise on 

translating it that way.” 

Even where differentiated tasks were offered, these targeted Hannah’s Swedish 
skills, rather than her English skills: 

Hannah: “If I got done with everything faster than everybody else then I 

would get a little extra…I mean there's always something you could improve 
on, but sometimes there was just Swedish tasks to do, like work on 
translating this word, and so it would become less and less English.” 

A teacher shift in MTI has also caused Hannah to speak more positively about MTI 

in Year 9 than previously, although overall, she remarks that the focus of MTI has 
been different to that of her other English classes: 

Hannah: “In English class in school it's learning the structure but here it 

feels more personal, like, ‘how?’, going towards detail, ‘why do we think 
that?’”  

As with Alice, above, it may well be the smaller class size that awards a more 

“personal” feel to the MTI lesson. With fewer students, Hannah has had more 
opportunity to take part in the class discussions that she particularly enjoys. 
Hannah’s teacher has played an important role in the formulation of the lessons 

as a discussion space. The role of the teacher is perhaps the most important aspect 
of Hannah’s investment, and is discussed in more detail under the relevant 

heading.er my question and would give me.... 

English as a High-Status Language  
Hannah is aware that English is, in instrumental terms, almost equally valuable as 

Swedish in a Swedish context:  

Hannah: “Almost everybody speaks Swedish but then you get talking and 
you're like ‘oh, you know English’ and then it just becomes that you speak 
English…” 

Hannah: “Of course a lot of English words have come over to the Swedish 

vocabulary, that you just use daily, If I don't understand a sentence in 
Swedish I'll ask, they'll either explain it to me in English or use different 

Swedish words”  

In addition, Hannah knows that English is useful outside Sweden: 
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Hannah: “I think when you …learn English from a young age then it's easier 
to communicate with people all over the world…it's also like, a basic 

language so it's everywhere… I was in Paris a couple weeks ago and they 
have English like on the side, so you can see and know where to go.”  

English definitely awards Hannah great instrumental value, both nationally and 

internationally.  To some extent, this is a factor in Hannah’s investment in MTI: 

Hannah: “[In MTI we learn] more advanced English so I can talk with adults 
or if I am going to a job interview, there are some words I've learned in 

hemspråk [MTI] that I am able to use to my advantage there.” 

The fact that English MTI is “more advanced”, presumably than the English she 
encounters in her obligatory English classes, means that Hannah feels like MTI 
helps her to be better equipped to handle English-Speaking situations. But the 

instrumentality of English was not always a strong enough motivating factor to 
keep Hannah attending MTI, she did not participate throughout Year 6 and 7:  

Hannah: “I started getting very stressed out with my Swedish and I wasn't 

getting the best grades so I felt like I needed to focus on my Swedish at 
that time” 

Investment is not a finite resource. It is not possible to invest in everything at 

once; when she had just moved to Sweden the instrumentality of Swedish for 
gaining good grades at school took precedence over the instrumentality of 
maintaining a high level of English. She only returned to MTI when she was 

confident enough with her Swedish that it was beginning to have a negative impact 
on her English: 

Interviewer: “Do you think these hemspråk lessons are important?” 

Hannah: “Yeah I think they are because I felt like I started struggling in 

my English class because it was always Swedish Swedish Swedish” 

Hannah’s responses are consistent with findings from the quantitative data which 
showed a difference between students who had always lived in Sweden and 

students who had lived some portion of their lives elsewhere. MTI students’ 
perceptions of the value of English. In general, “lived-abroad” students were less 
convinced that English could be used anywhere with anyone. Hannah’s responses 

above seem to suggest that she can, in fact, communicate with just about anyone, 
anywhere in English. However, she very carefully hedged many of her comments 

about being a competent English speaker with comments about also being a 
competent Swedish speaker: 

Interviewer:” Do you think that since you've moved do you think your 

dominant language has changed?” 

Hannah: “Er, I would say that English is still dominant but Swedish is 
getting up there!” 

It is therefore very important to Hannah that she be viewed as a competent 

speaker of Swedish, the language that holds greater social capital for her as a 
teenager in a Swedish school. Thus while the status of English is definitely 
something which has an important impact on Hannah’s investment, it is in fact 

her sense of identity which implicitly steers her investment in the two languages.  
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Identity  
It is very clear to Hannah that she is, first and foremost, an English speaker. While 
she has worked hard to learn Swedish, it was very important that she had the 
opportunity to maintain her English-speaking identity. Her investment in MTI is 

explicitly driven by a desire to exercise this identity: 

Hannah: “[English] is a part of me, it's like I was born in the US and I 
spoke English my whole life and I didn't want it to become something less… 

I didn't want to take advantage of it and not really care about it and just 
put it to the side. I wanted to bring it up and try to do my best with it.” 

As with Alice, there is an indication that being immersed in a Swedish environment 

represents a struggle for the maintenance of an English-speaking identity – 
especially since Hannah has at points specifically withdrawn from investing in 
English in order to bolster her Swedish. When Hannah is in an English-speaking 

environment, she feels much more confident: 

Hannah: “I know I feel more confident when I speak English… when I'm 
talking Swedish it would be like, I won't always have the våga, dare, to 

raise my hand in class whereas here [MTI] I am always raising my hand, 
feeling comfortable while talking” 

Over and above feeling confident, Hannah in fact feels able to relax: 

Hannah: “In Swedish … I’m very tense because it’s always like okay you 

have to sit up straight, have to be 100% focussed, have to pay attention, 
writing down, ‘what does that mean?’, okay I missed that… whereas here 
[MTI] I can be a little more relaxed because it’s something I am comfortable 

with, I am able to talk without feeling stressed or anything.”  

These responses demonstrate clearly the struggle inherent in identity creation and 
the link between identity and language. Having been in Sweden for only three 

years, the creation and expression of a Swedish identity is a constant job for 
Hannah, while her English identity is well-established and can be slipped on like a 
comfortable old jacket. The MTI class represents a space for learning English, 

absolutely, but for Hannah a very important reason for investing is that it is also 
a space to be herself and take a break from her identity struggle. 

 

Teacher Role 
As mentioned under “insufficient English”, teachers have had a very important 

impact on Hannah’s investment both in MTI and in obligatory English. The shift 
from a teacher who focussed mainly on the use of textbooks to one who preferred 
literature in obligatory English meant that Hannah was able to express opinions 

and read – activities she prefers. Similarly, in MTI the arrival of a new teacher in 
Year 8, together with Hannah’s new confidence in her Swedish ability, meant that 

she was more invested: 

Hannah: “..that's when I met Anita. And it's just, it was different. I felt like 
Anita was able to get me back in line so that it was equal with Swedish and 
English.”  

When prompted to explain exactly what it was she preferred about this new 

teacher, Hannah explained that professionality, structure and inclusivity were key: 
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Hannah: “I think my other teacher was pretty new out of school, I just felt, 
like, Anita was a little more structured from what I remember and it had a 

little more plan, she included, and the class also became bigger when Anita 
came.” 

Even though the class grew, the teacher’s organised style made it possible for 

everyone to be included, in Hannah’s view. In terms of the content of the lesson, 
Hannah was also happier with Anita’s discussion-focussed style: 

Interviewer: “Can you give an example of a good English lesson?” 

Hannah: “I think when we have discussions, when we have a topic, Anita 

lets us talk about it for a little bit and then people start saying what they 
think, why they think that… just learning from others, [challenging each 
other’s opinions] was something new for me.” 

Hannah also appreciates the opportunity to meet English speakers from different 
backgrounds, in particular she enjoys learning British English from her new 
teacher: 

Hannah: “A lot of movies are American English and Anita is British and 

that's what comes on the test we have here for the listening so you get to 
hear just different sorts of English from different people.” 

Here there is an instrumental value ascribed to British English, which Hannah 

wishes to be acquainted with as it is the language of her exams. Although Hannah 
explicitly wants to hear “different sorts of English” it is worth wondering whether 

a similar social capital or instrumental value would have been ascribed to a teacher 
with a non-western English variant and whether this would have an effect on 
investment. Since all of the teachers involved in this study spoke British or 

American English it is unfortunately beyond the scope of the data to answer such 
a question. 

Of further note in her responses about her teacher, Hannah feels that the feedback 

she receives about English, particularly relating to grade attainment, is clearer 
coming from her MTI teacher than her other teachers: 

Hannah: “I'll ask Anita ‘ what do I need to do to get that A’ and she'll give 
me very clear instructions and I feel I didn't get that from my regular 

English class, like I got a B and I would ask my teacher and she would kinda 
like push it away or wouldn't really give me clear instructions of how to 

raise my grade and she said I needed to have a more advanced English 
[laughs] that's insane…” that's no 

In Hannah’s case it is very easy to see how the teacher affects other factors 

relating to investment. The perceived insufficiency of regular English is enhanced 
if the MTI teacher is viewed as providing a better language learning experience, 
therefore investment will be higher in MTI than in obligatory English classes. 

Likewise the choice of activities, books and discussions in Hannah’s case, has an 
impact on investment. If the MTI teacher provides a space where students feel 

they can express themselves via written or spoken work, this in turn will modify 
the extent to which identity development is a factor in that student’s investment.  
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Summary 
Hannah’s investment in MTI is best described with reference to Busch’s (2015:5) 
description of the student who moves to a different environment, placing new 
demands on her use of language and causing her to become acutely aware of her 

own linguistic repertoire. The struggle to establish a Swedish repertoire, and build 
up social capital as a Swedish speaker, played a pivotal role in Hannah’s 

investment. She was only able to fully invest in MTI when she was comfortable 
enough with her Swedish that her other subjects were under control and she had 
time and energy spare to stay after school and take on additional work. MTI was 

“marketed” to Hannah by her school as a club where she could meet other English 
speakers which demonstrates the monoglossic ideology inherent in Swedish 

schools even where English is concerned – there is a set time and space for being 
a speaker of a different language (cf. Ganuza & Hedman, 2015).  

“Swengelska”, or the mixing of English and Swedish, has allowed Hannah 
to deploy pre-existing English knowledge in a Swedish context, thereby 

maximising her social capital at a time when she needed to build up a Swedish 
identity. However, Hannah’s return to MTI in Year 8 is marked by a need to 

reconnect with her English-speaking identity which she remarked was neglected 
during the time when she was not attending. Unlike many students of minority 
languages for whom Swedish is the stronger of their languages (Ganuza & 

Hedman, 2017), Hannah felt a sense of relief at having a space to be “herself”, 
not strain to understand every word and write down a glossary of terms she did 

not understand – all tasks she frequently carries out in her Swedish speaking 
lessons. Her identity as an American is therefore at the forefront of her reasons 

for investing in MTI, she can be “confident” and “opinionated” in her MTI lessons. 
It is interesting to note, however, that Hannah used Swengelska frequently within 
the observed lesson and the interview and the teacher Anita herself also used 

Swedish words. This suggests that the English MTI class enables syncretic 
language practises and represents a Third Space for language development. 

Rather than banning Swedish outright from the classroom, Swengelska is 
recognised as an important aspect of the local use of English in the MTI class 
community.  This contrasts with most other MTI classes which generally encourage 

monoglossic practice (ibid.). 

Of vital importance for the use of English in the class and Hannah’s 
overarching perception of MTI is the role played by her teacher, Anita, who has 

developed the lessons with a focus on current events and debate. Even though 
dynamic peer to peer interaction was not observed during this study it is an aspect 
of MTI which Hannah speaks particularly highly about and which is often lacking 

in other MTI settings (Ganuza & Hedman, 2017: 132). Furthermore, Hannah 
believes that grade criteria are more transparent in the MTI lesson than in L2 

English thanks to Anita’s methods for giving feedback and explaining goals for 
tasks.  Here again, as with other participants, L2 English is not a site for language 
or cultural development but rather a source of frustration. In general, Hannah 

believes L2 English has helped her more with her Swedish than her English.  
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Julie 
 

Overview 
Julie has attended MTI in English since Year 1 and is currently in the same Year 9 

MTI class in School 2 as Lucas with Laura as her teacher. As with several other 
participants, Julie experienced a turbulent period in MTI instruction between Years 

6-8 due to what she calls “schooley stuff”. The late scheduling of classes and the 
logistical difficulties inherent in having siblings at other schools posed particular 
problems in getting home from classes for Julie during these years and her MTI 

suffered as a result. She had a stable, early period with teacher Celia between 
Years 1-5. As with Alice, she views this period with Celia with a nostalgic eye. 

Subsequently she was placed together with younger children in Mark’s class, and 
this is remembered negatively. Nevertheless, Julie believes that MTI has been 
instrumental in her English language development and sees classes as a way of 

forcing herself to read, speak and write in English on a regular basis.   

At home, Julie’s mother is an L1 Swedish speaker who works as an L2 
English teacher in Swedish middle school. Despite this, Julie speaks to her in 

Swedish and even goes so far as to say that she dislikes speaking to her mother 
in English because her mother’s English feels too Swedish. Her father comes from 

England and Julie speaks to him in English, occasionally helping him with Swedish 
in group settings. With her brother, Julie speaks Swedish and is at times dismissive 
of his English skill, claiming that he does not read in English. When asked about 

the link between identity and language, Julie did not express any particular strong 
view that language and identity are linked, but throughout her answers it is clear 

that she associates certain languages with certain people and prefers not to mix 
them – her family, her friends from school, and the English-Speaking parents of 
her friends from school. 

During the lesson observation, Julie was the most vocal member of the 

class, spontaneously offering answers and input to questions or class discussions. 
She suggests herself that her experience of being in classes with younger students 

has encouraged her to speak up and take a more leading role if she knows the 
answers. She comes to class with a friend who is in the same year group as her 
and therefore has someone she knows well to work with. On the other hand this 

friend is not enthusiastic about MTI and Julie expresses the opinion that she is 
happy to work with her friend as long as she doesn’t feel negatively impacted by 

this dislike of the lessons.  

 

Insufficient English at School  
Just as with Lucas, Julie has already been set a grade for obligatory English and 

does not participate in the lessons. During the lesson time she finishes other tasks: 

Julie: “I can do other things that I find more important or that I have to do 
now, I do study some English during those classes but it's not much.” 

And as with Lucas, Julie is content with the arrangement because she feels that 

the lessons were not useful to her when she was obligated to participate: 

Julie: “The teacher can't be arsed to deal with the fact that you're better 
in English. But it's like I don't have a problem with it because it means I 
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can prioritise my education differently and since I feel that I don't learn 
anything from those English lessons I just don't mind.” 

However, her interpretation of being allowed to pre-emptively pass the English 

course, obtain a grade and sit out of the years’ lessons is not that this is done for 
her benefit, rather for the benefit of the teacher who does not have the inclination 

to differentiate tasks. This is a deep rooted belief that developed over many years 
in different schools with various teachers, during which Julie was consistently 

dissatisfied with the English being taught: 

Julie: “Everyone else was in the classroom and I sat outside with an iPad, 
er, cause I just didn't do English presentations or anything like that 'cause 
I feel like I didn't learn anything and I didn't get anything or get any better 

so I would have an iPad and then practise like, irregular verbs and that sort 
of thing and just like write my own presentation.” 

As with Alice, Julie has experienced being placed physically outside the obligatory 

English class, as well as metaphorically separated from the rest of her year group 
because the work tasks were not suited to her level. Even where tasks were 
differentiated, these felt arbitrary and Julie has never been particularly sure how 

her level is to be adequately developed and challenged by the same curriculum as 
her peers: 

Julie: “We had a grammar test and I didn't study for it and I got everything 

right, except for some of the irregular verbs which I had and none of the 
others had and it was only those that I had like small misses at….if [my 

classmates] have a test well then it's like, do I do the same thing? Or do 
they give me a more advanced version? And then does the teacher have to 
make two copies of texts just [for me]?” 

Julie’s lack of investment in the obligatory English class, manifested in her 

satisfaction in being allowed to skip the lessons, is a result of years of feeling 
unchallenged. Repetitious grammar exercises are one way which teachers have 

tried to challenge Julie, but this was not appreciated: 

Interviewer: “Can you give an example of a bad lesson?” 

Julie: “I don't find the grammatics [useful] because I just feel like most of 
it I already know and writing them I just don't remember it and having a 

creative side to it is also nice rather than just writing and writing and 
writing” 

Instead it is MTI that has filled the purpose of challenging and expanding Julie’s 

language skills: 

Interviewer: “What advantages do you get from coming to home 
language?” 

Julie: “Well I, we do read a lot which kind of forces me to read and I don't 
really do that on my own…” 

As shall be seen, reading is an important aspect of Julie’s lived experience of 
language and therefore also important for her investment in MTI. 
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English as a High-Status Language  
The high status of English is a motivating factor in Julie’s investment in MTI. She 
believes that English has higher instrumental value as a global language than 
Swedish: 

Julie: “I'd rather be practising my English than my Swedish cause I find 

that if I ever want to work outside Sweden then Swedish is useless. … I 
would prefer to be better at English than my Swedish”  

Further to this, she believes that her peers are also motivated by the fact that 

English can be used in many places around the world, and that peers who choose 
not to participate in their own MTI may do so because their language is not a 

globally recognised:  

Julie: “My friends kind of have an issue with home language but I don't see 
it as a problem cause I kind of find it more useful than any other subject, 
well not any other subject but I still find it useful cause I know that I want 

to study outside of Sweden and having had home language for ever it would 
be very useful.” 

Importantly, Julie would like to study abroad and English is therefore a tool for 

this task. She comments that she has participated in MTI “for ever” suggesting 
that the high usage value of English has been a sustained reason for her 
investment. The cultural capital of English is also particularly appreciated by Julie, 

who specifically prefers texts in their original language: 

Julie:  “I've always preferred English books, like reading books in the 
language that they were written so I just read more English still so I have 

like 3 books right now, the Book Thief, Northern Lights and Jack Reacher” 

Interviewer: “Are there any other advantages to speaking English that 
you haven't already mentioned?” 

Julie: “If you're watching a movie in English and then you have the Swedish 

version then the Swedish version is so, so bad and the voices are just off 
and the text is off and it's just like they translate stuff so wrong.” 

Unlike Hannah, whose move from the USA to Sweden caused a struggle in the 

creation of a new Swedish speaking identity, Julie does not give a second thought 
to her well-established Swedish-speaking identity when she explains that English 
is more useful than any other subject and Swedish versions of texts leave much 

to be desired. She is a forward-thinking student with her goal, to use her English 
to study abroad, comprising an important part of her investment in MTI. Whether 

MTI helped to inspire Julie’s wish to study abroad, or whether she wishes to study 
abroad and this in turn inspires her to invest in MTI, is difficult to say. Most likely 
the answer is a little of both.  

 

Identity   
Julie attributes changes in her use of language specifically to participating in MTI. 

Her use of English was originally very limited and Swedish was her primary 
language: 

Julie: “When I was younger I didn't speak English at home whatsoever, I 
went to home language that was it. … I wouldn't speak it at home cause all 
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of them and my little brother and my mum spoke Swedish and then my dad 
was kind of practising his Swedish so I just kind of didn't speak English.” 

As a young child, Swedish was therefore Julie’s default language, even to the 

extent that she helped her father with Swedish rather than communicating in 
English. She attributes the first major turning point in her speaking English to 

participating in MTI at school: 

Interviewer: “How do you think it switched so that English became your 
preferred language?” 

Julie: “I first had Celia [as MTI teacher] I think she's great and I hated the 

fact that she had to retire … with Celia at least English was fun, home 
language was fun.”  

A trend in Julie’s answers is her attributing language to specific people, in the 

above case it was not so much MTI that was inspiring her use of English as the 
teacher, Celia. Apart from speaking to her father in Swedish when he was learning, 
Julie otherwise insists on always using the same language with people she deems 

as speakers of that language: 

Julia: “I connect English with my cousins” 

** 

Interviewer: “Do you speak to your brother in English?” 

Julie: “No his English is bad.” 

** 

Julie: “My mum is also an English teacher but I don't like speaking English 

to her cause I find her way too Swedish to be able to do that somehow.” 

Sometimes there are “grey areas” caused by having speakers of both Swedish and 
English in the same place, even here Julie has rules for which languages take 
charge: 

Interviewer: “You have a friend in the home language class, if you see 
her outside the lesson do you speak to her in English?” 

Julie: “Well that depends, if we are at her house and her mum is there, 
cause her mum is from Israel and she speaks English then I usually speak 

English to her mum but maybe if we are at my house and my dad speaks 
English to her then we speak English but only while we're speaking to him 

there as well.” 

Interviewer: “But if it's just the two of you then you just speak in 
Swedish?” 

Julie: “Yes.” 

The result of Julie’s categorisation of people according to language has resulted in 

what she believes is a clear division of her own identities. Specifically, it is easier 
for Julie to be open and forward when speaking English: 

Julie: “When I am around [my cousins] I'm kind of more forward there 

because it's kind of like people care more about your input, and then 
everyone just speaks with everyone and it's a bit more open, or that has to 
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do with my family. And when I'm with my cousins we haven't seen each 
other for so long and with my grandma and stuff we, the questions we ask 

are more deeper.” 

This openness is something which Julie both brings herself to MTI lessons but also 
seems to enjoy, thereby encouraging her investment: 

Julie: “I know a lot more about English and that so during English lessons 

I also take more space because I am used to being in groups”  

Participation in MTI has given Julie the confidence to use her openness in English 
to discuss texts and give presentations. She recognises herself that MTI 

specifically has enabled her to read books she otherwise would not and tailor her 
language to the purpose of academic presenting: 

Julie: “Well I like home language ‘cause I feel like I learn something here 

… I managed to get through Moby Dick, the full one, last year and so I was 
going to do a power point about that…  if I hadn't gone to home language 
since I was in year 1 I would not have been able to do that and my English 

would be just as bad or just as good as the rest of those people in my 
[obligatory English] class even though I speak it at home it wouldn't be as 

good cause the like, technical things wouldn't work right.” 

MTI has therefore contributed to Julie’s confidence in expressing her English-
speaking identity and allowed her to develop a more academic side to this identity 
that otherwise may not have existed. In addition, it is not only the traditional 

literacy elements of MTI, namely reading and writing, which Julie is most 
enthusiastic about. When asked to reflect on a particularly good MTI lesson, Julie 

remembered a task focussing on the comparison of Swedish and English cultural 
elements: 

Julie: “In year 7 we did mugs, so then we drew 6 pictures and we were 

supposed to do them from home language and then also from Sweden and 
see the differences between them and then we got to draw them on some 
mugs. And then we had a presentation and so I put a cupcake or a muffin 

and then a cinnamon bun because that's more Swedish and then I had flags 
and then something else and then we kind of talked about what our home 

language was and the differences between them and Swedish cause that's 
also creative.” 

The opportunity to be creative and discuss points of comparison between her 
Swedish and English identities which she herself had composed was something 

which Julie appreciated. This suggests that the MTI class as a space for 
establishing, developing and discussing an English-speaking identity has been an 

important part of Julie’s investment in the subject throughout her school career. 
This idea is strongly supported by Julie’s insistence that a dislike of MTI has led 
her classmate to dislike speaking English overall: 

Interviewer: “If it's just the two of you then you just speak in Swedish?” 

Julie: “Yes.” 

Interviewer: “Why?” 

Julie: “Because she has a negative view of home language” 

Interviewer: “The lesson or the language in general?” 
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Julie: “Home language.” 

Julie therefore sees MTI as a vital component in her process for developing an 
English language identity, and does not want her friend to jeopardise it: 

Interviewer: “So the people who you have in your group are important?” 

Julie: “Yes, very. If they have a negative attitude to English then you end 
up having one too, but like, my friend she's kind of anti because it means 
you have to stay so much longer after school …I'm fine with that as long as 

she doesn't force me to have a different attitude towards it.” 

 

Teacher Role 
As has been discussed, Julie connects language use with particular people. For 
this reason her various teachers over her years as an MTI student have played a 
pivotal role in her investment in the subject. Most notably, Julie speaks with the 

same sense of nostalgia and positivity about her old teacher, Celia, as previous 
interviewee Alice: 

Julie: “I first had Celia I found her so good…”  

Once Celia retired, however, the instability brought about by frequent teacher 

changes and Julie’s dissatisfaction with these teachers resulted in a drop in her 
investment:   

Julie: “after that I got a new English teacher and she got pregnant so then 

we had a sub and she just wasn't good really, and then the pregnant lady 
came back and I switched schools so I don't have her any more but there 
were a lot of different teachers in that period and I just didn't learn much 

there either so I just didn't, I just dipped kind of, because with Celia at least 
English was fun, home language was fun, but then it just turned disastrous.” 

It is not entirely because of these teachers that Julie’s investment suffered. Other 

logistical factors are just as important in explaining the change: 

Julie: “I had to stay after school, I had to fetch the other kids cause they 
just didn't want to be there, but they didn't have much choice and I was in 

the lower group with the kids who were younger than me and didn't want 
to be there and so I just didn't find it interesting. And therefore I didn't 
speak it at home either.” 

It is noteworthy that Julie remembers speaking less English as a direct 

consequence of her negative perception of MTI. A factor which contributes to 
Julie’s positive view of MTI is the level of challenge offered not by the tasks in the 

lesson, but in the lessons themselves: 

Julie: “Mark I am not a fan of because you come here and you discuss 
things but then you go home and you do the work … it's like you could come 

and you could get the thing and quit for three weeks and then come back 
and hand in the thing …he's not a bad teacher it's just, so, you had to have 
your stuff with you every time so that he could check it every time cause 

otherwise he didn't really do anything.” 
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Julie judges teachers not only on the tasks they set and how well these help 
students meet the criteria of the curriculum, but also the manner in which they 

navigate the logistical difficulties inherent in delivering a lesson: 

Julie: “The range of the group was like, year 9 and then 8 and me in year 
7, year 6, and then down to year 4 all together in one group and we had 

together an hour and a half but since nobody wanted to stay an hour and a 
half we had one hour.” 

Julie was not invested in a lesson with a heterogenous group with unsuitable 

timing in which she was provided a task to complete independently and return at 
a later date.  She describes this class as “a mess”. It was not until her classes 
became settled again in Years 6 to 9 with teacher Laura that Julie’s investment 

took an upward turn: 

Julie: “Well I like home language cause I feel like I learn something here, 
or at least I do with Laura, and so I find it pays off”  

For Julie, the role of the teacher is pivotal in her investment. She believes, for 

example, that she learned more from Celia and Laura’s lessons than from Mark’s. 
However, these teachers navigated different landscapes of hindrances, using time 

allocations and defining groups in very different ways. During her years of middle 
school, Julie’s being forced to attend a different class with younger students placed 
different challenges upon the class teacher. Changes in teachers because of 

maternity cover and school changes are not factors which teachers have any 
control over. Ultimately Julie’s investment in MTI is linked not only to her teachers’ 

ability to teach, but also to navigate a mutable set of logistical hindrances and 
these hindrances themselves.  

 

Summary 

For Julie, the cultural capital of English is important as she has decided that she 
would like to study or work abroad. However, this does not necessarily mean that 
the instrumental value of English has been a driving force in her investment. She 

speaks most enthusiastically about books, the frequency with which she reads and 
the ability to finish classic texts (Moby Dick) as a result of attending MTI. The 

contrast between what Julie self-reports as being her strongest motivating force 
and the actual, implicit drive in her investment is indicative of orthopraxy 
(Blommaert, 2005; Darvin & Norton, 2015). That is to say, she proports to 

subscribe to monoglossic ideology, ascribing specific languages to specific people, 
denoting strict divisions between where and when English contra Swedish should 

be spoken and believing the instrumental value of English to be paramount, but 
in actuality English is closely tied to her sense of identity and is mutable, dynamic 
and complex. She is most positive about MTI as a space for developing her 

confidence in expressing opinions, activities which related to cultural exploration 
such as mug painting, and finding MTI “fun” as a child. Her MTI experience has 

therefore been syncretic (Gregory et al., 2004) in the sense that her teachers 
encouraged creativity and play for the exploration of English while taking part in 
activities to encourage comparison of cultural aspects of Sweden and English-

Speaking countries. This experience is at odds with Julie’s view of English as a 
tool, a distinct and separate part of herself that she refuses to use (at least during 

this stage of her life) with certain people and groups; her mother, her brother, her 
English-speaking friends.  
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 The L2 English classroom has not presented a challenge to Julie, she 
associates it with textbook use and meaningless grammar exercises and has 

stopped participating. As with Lucas, MTI is therefore her only source of formal 
English teaching and she believes she would not be as enthusiastic and capable 

an English speaker if she had not consistently attended these lessons. She thereby 
places high value on MTI for the formation of her English-speaking identity at the 
same times as recognising multiple logistical hindrances that have had a serious 

effect on the quality of the education she has received (teacher changes, classes 
moved to a different school, age-heterogenous groups, unqualified teachers). In 

Julie’s case it is clear that English is not protected from the problems reported 
repeatedly in the delivery of MTI (Hyltenstam, Axelsson & Lindberg 2012) simply 
by virtue of the fact that it has high status. Indeed, Julie’s English education has 

in many ways been neglected by mainstream education, from the perspective of 
which she has already reached the highest possible attainment according to the 

curriculum and been allowed to achieve a grade early. MTI therefore has taken on 
a dual role, encouraging linguistic, instrumental development at the same time as 
enabling learning into literature, traditions and cultural aspects as dictated by the 

MTI curriculum (Skolverket, 2011b). 
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Discussion of Results 
 

In order to draw conclusions as to how the questionnaire and interview data relate 

to student investment in MTI it is prudent to return to the original research 
questions, the first of which was: 

What reasons do students express for investing in English MTI? Are these reasons 

highly personal or are there prevailing themes? 

In response to this question it is possible to state with reference to the data 
that there are several prevalent reasons why students choose to invest in 

additional English classes over and above their obligatory schooling, and these 
prevalent reasons have different weight depending on personal and individual 
factors relating to each student. The quantitative data demonstrates that, when 

individual students’ statements about their own investment are cited to a larger 
sample population, these are widely accepted as representing commonly held 

opinions. Investment in MTI correlates well with Darvin and Norton’s (2015) more 
general theories about investment in language learning (Figure 1) and this is 
depicted in Figure 7:  

 

In the above diagram, the original Model of Investment is reimagined as a 

model demonstrating the relationship between the various factors at play in the 
investment of the participants of this study in MTI English. All participants in some 
way or another were interested in MTI as a space for the development of:  

Figure 7: The Model of Investment as applied to student investment in English MTI 
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- Their English-Speaking Identity and participation in an imagined 
English-speaking community (Identity - Blue), 

- A high-status, instrumental tool affording them better grades, help with 
other languages, “Swenglish”, and communication abroad (Capital - 

Green) 
- Language practise alongside their peers rather than separated from 

them and left unchallenged by the tasks at hand (Ideology - Purple) 

In addition to the correlations between the original Model of Investment and that 
proposed in Figure 7, a yellow triangle has been added to represent the modifying 
effect of the teacher’s role on the other aspects of investment. “Teacher Role” 

appeared as an important factor during the in-depth interviews despite there being 
no questions specifically related to teachers, besides those establishing whether 

participants had changed teachers often. Students during these interviews were 
keen in particular to talk about Celia, who brought a grandmotherly feel to her 
interactions with students, and Anita, who brought structure and good feedback 

to her classes. As a result of this interest in discussing their teachers, students in 
the quantitative wave of data collection were also invited to reflect upon their 

teachers, and did so often. While there is considerable research into teacher beliefs 
(Freire & Valdez, 2017, Ganuza & Hedman, 2015, Leeman et al., 2011), teacher 
cognition (Borg, 2009) and the role of the teacher (Sachs, 2001) in the language 

learning classroom, this was never meant to be a focus of this study into the 
experiences of MTI students. Nevertheless, student’s personal perceptions of their 

various English teachers, both L1 and L2, are undeniably vital aspects of their 
overall investment in MTI.  

 Since teachers were not the focus of this study, it is difficult to say whether 
they are aware of their role as ambassadors for an English-speaking identity, much 

as their colleagues in other languages are (Ganuza & Hedman, 2015). In Figure 
7, Student Identity is illustrated as being affected by the teacher’s own identity. 

This is evident in Alice’s enthusiasm and nostalgia about her teacher Celia sharing 
details of her own life, travels to London and various African countries as well as 
her belief that Celia’s teaching style was affected by her being a grandmother. 

Julie places great importance on the origin of her English-speaking teachers, 
wondering if her L2 teacher really is British as he says, because she feels he 

sounds more American. The identities of the teachers help inform the creation of 
students’ imagined English-Speaking communities, and therefore shape the way 

they themselves behave. Furthermore, questionnaire participants labelled ideal 
teachers as “sympathetic”, “understanding” “interested in students’ interests”, 
“considerate”, and so forth, demonstrating that what is taught is often secondary 

to the perception of the way it is taught.  

Here identity gives way to ideology. Often MTI is discussed in terms of the 
obstacles faced in the delivery of quality teaching, but there are in fact many 

benefits awarded by the ideological placement of MTI outside the main school 
sphere.  Celia was able to treat her small group of young students as she would 
her grandchildren, at least according to Alice. Laura used her lesson to paint mugs, 

a creative endeavour that got Julie thinking about her dual Swedish/English-
speaking identity in a fun way, as opposed to her L2 teacher’s uninspiring focus 

on National Tests. Hannah’s MTI teacher, with a class of just nine students, was 
able to give highly personalised feedback about grade attainment while her L2 
teacher was not. Tasks from Alice’s childhood reveal that MTI teachers can have 

good relationships with parents, sending tasks home to encourage language use 
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in the home. Participants’ positive reflections of enjoyable aspects of MTI show 
that, where teacher belief extends beyond monoglossic  practise and focus on 

repetitive grammar exercises, there is great potential for MTI as a polycontextual 
Third Space.   

 Ideology and capital begin to merge where questions of what is taught and 

why it is taught come into play. In their observations of Somali and 
Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian, Ganuza and Hedman (2015) found that teachers 

concentrated most on encouraging reading and vocabulary learning in lessons, 
while in this study participants consistently stated that the active production of 
language, writing and speaking, were the main considerations in their investment 

in MTI. Lucas does not actively use the language outside of the lessons, Alice hated 
being made to write summaries repeatedly but acknowledges that it has increased 

her self-confidence in writing English texts and both Hannah and Julie enjoy using 
MTI as a space to express their opinions. Students in this study were most invested 
in classes where teachers understood the capital inherent in being a competent 

active producer of English and therefore encouraged this skill by adapting their 
lessons to include plenty of active participation. This finding correlates with other 

research which suggests that motivation for L2 English learning can be encouraged 
through lessons designed to be creative and which make use of authentic 
materials (Henry et al., 2017). Thus lesson planning is suggested in Figure 7 as 

an aspect of the teacher’s role that affects the capital afforded by their lessons, 
and therein the investment of the students.  

Attention is now given to the second research question, namely: 

Does the high status of English have ramifications for student investment in MTI?  

In response it is possible to state that the high status of English is integral to 

student investment with regards to the high cultural capital of English, but at the 
same time this high capital and accompanying status does not shield English MTI 

from many of the problems inherent in the delivery of MTI. All of the in-depth 
interviews feature at some point a mention of having to wait after school, travel 
to different schools, study alongside considerably younger peers, be taught by 

unqualified teachers, rush through multiple tasks at once, and so forth. Similar 
experiences are documented in research into other MTI languages (Ganuza & 

Hedman, 2015; Ganuza & Hedman, 2019; Palm, Ganuza & Hedman, 2018). 
Hannah’s experience of having her school recommend MTI as a “club for English 
speakers” is indicative of the fact that English MTI is still viewed as a place for 

others/outsiders/non-Swedes. A monoglossic, hegemonic Swedish ideology reigns 
in schools despite the ubiquity of English.  

The most important factor setting English apart from the other languages 

on offer is the existence of English as an obligatory L2 subject. The mere existence 
of this subject is in itself indicative of language practises and ideologies consistent 

with the favouring of English above other languages, placing it almost level with 
the provision of Swedish. However, in the words of Busch (2017:54) the “specific 
dimensions of language practises and ideologies… are neglected when taking an 

assumed ‘average’”. The neglect of individuals finding themselves outside the 
accepted average relates particularly to experiences of the students in this study, 

who universally responded that they are dissatisfied with the English education 
awarded them as part of compulsory schooling. Qualitative data shows that 
English-speaking students are often physically set apart during their L2 lessons, 

sent outside the class, made to sit separately with a book or computer, or sent to 
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an older class. For these reasons it is unfair to say that English MTI students are 
being awarded an “extra” lesson in their mother tongue, in comparison with their 

peers with other L1s. Rather they view MTI as the “real” lesson where they can 
actually progress, develop and express their English-speaking identities. Even 

where students state that they can use English in many different contexts, they 
also state that they appreciate the MTI lesson as a space for identity expression. 
This puts their experiences firmly into similar territory as the experiences of 

students in other MTI language classrooms (Ganuza & Hedman, 2015; Ganuza & 
Hedman, 2019). 

Specifically with reference to the Model of Investment (Figure 1) it can be 

demonstrated that English MTI students’ investment is similar in nature to that of 
students with minority languages with regard to ideology and identity. The 

Swedish hegemonic ideology prevalent in schools causes students to struggle in 
the creation and maintenance of an English-speaking identity among an imagined 
English-speaking community, in much the same way that speakers of minority 

languages also struggle. However, the high status of English bolsters the “Capital” 
aspect of investment, and this in turn facilitates the aforementioned struggle in 

ways which are not available to hidden, or otherwise marginalised languages.  

 

Contribution to the research field  

English is a high-status language and poses a potential threat to both Swedish 
language hegemony and minority languages (Hult, 2004). It is unusual to find a 

situation like that of this study in which English language use leads to 
marginalisation – in this case the separation of students from their peers and their 
struggles in forming an English speaking identity. During the course of writing this 

thesis, the Swedish government commissioned a report into the current status of 
MTI which reveals that there is a high drop-off rate among students of English MTI 

between Years 6-9, precisely the years in which the attainment of an extra grade 
could be thought of as a motivating factor. The author of the report wonders 
therefore: 

”Kan det handla om att elevernas behov av undervisning i engelska redan 

tillgodoses genom ordinarie lektioner?” [Can this be a result of students’ 
needs for English teaching being met in ordinary lessons?]  

(Utbildningsdepartementet, 2019: 264) 

The participants in this study universally agreed that ordinary lessons did not 

meet their needs. The data obtained from this study and the resulting 
conclusions are therefore very timely as they point towards an opposite notion 

as to the usefulness of MTI English than that intoned by policy advisors. The 
results of this study suggest that, of those students who choose not to continue 
with English MTI into Years 6-9, more likely reasons for their lack of investment 

in MTI are the fact that students must partake in lessons outside of normal 
school hours, classes contain students of mixed ages and are not suited to their 

needs, classes do not provide a space for active production of English or they do 
not like some aspect of the teaching or teacher. In no other school subject can 

students simply stop attending if there is some aspect of the class they do not 
like. What would happen if they could? Would it be because their needs were 
being met elsewhere?  
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Conclusion 
 

Method Discussion  
The chosen method for this study, namely a Mixed-Methods approach using a 
questionnaire and in-depth interviews, was effective in providing an overarching 

picture of student investment in English MTI. The decision to use Investment as 
the key theoretical framework resulted in data analysis that could be clearly 

linked to notions of identity, capital and language ideology. It was therefore 
possible to map diverse and personal responses as to the nature of investment 
onto a pre-existing model, thereby allowing general conclusions to be drawn. 

Using students’ own words from in-depth interviews and reflecting these back 
onto other participants via a questionnaire was effective for establishing the 

prevalence of students’ opinions about investment, even if their statements were 
not successfully grouped into Multi-Items. In general, questionnaire participants 

agreed with statements expressed by interviewees, despite a deliberate choice 
of interviewees with different backgrounds. This gave validity to conclusions 
drawn about which factors are most important for student investment in English 

MTI.    

 

Limitations and Future Directions 
The most notable limitation of this study was the decision to focus entirely on 
students’ experiences and not include any data relating to the role of the teacher 
in the class. As discussed above, the role of the teacher was demonstrated to be 

a modifying factor for the three aspects of investment. Future research into 
student investment into MTI may wish to include qualitative data about the 

teachers involved.  

A second limitation lies in the distribution of questionnaires, which were 
handed out by class teachers during their lessons. Students had to hand their 
answers back to the very teachers they were asked to evaluate, potentially 

affecting the validity of their responses, despite being asked not to write their 
names or any identifying remarks on the pages. In addition, future study may be 

interested in expanding the scope of quantitative investigation into investment 
through refinement of the multi-item questionnaire, which did not successfully 
score for Chronbach’s Alpha on three out of four possible items. There were only 

15 participants for the questionnaire section of the study, a larger-scale 
distribution of this questionnaire may have resulted in more data and better 

validity. 

With regards to the interviews and questionnaire questions, a key limitation 
lay in referring to L2 English as “regular English”. The labelling of the class in this 

way is inherently problematic as it contributes to a view of MTI as being outside 
the accepted structure of school. In defence of this terminology, the label was 
directly lifted from interviews and reflected back onto other participants so as to 

best preserve language as used by the students themselves.  
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Final summary 
In undertaking this research, it has been demonstrated that English MTI students 
face similar marginalisation as their peers in other languages, even if the extent 
of this marginalisation is tempered by the high status of their L1. Their linguistic 

and cultural backgrounds are sufficiently different from their Swedish peers to 
cause a struggle against a reigning Swedish hegemonic ideology, despite the 

similarities and shared values that exist between English and Swedish, and the 
high cultural capital of English within Sweden. The existence of English as an 
obligatory school subject encourages investment in MTI, not because it sparks an 

interest in the language or provokes a want to explore literature and linguistics, 
but because students are left dissatisfied with the quality of these lessons and set 

apart from their peers. There is evidence in the qualitative data collected here to 
suggest that students appreciate the MTI class as a Third Space for the creation, 

maintenance or expression of an English-speaking identity. This is a space which 
encourages participation from parents at home, allows the use of “Swenglish” as 
an expression of a “Swenglish” identity, is fun, encourages reading, and promotes 

discussion of “real life” topics of relevance to the students themselves.  
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Appendix I: Questionnaire 
 

My name is Scarlett Mannish and I am a Master’s student at Stockholm’s 

University. I am conducting a study into student’s experiences of English as a 
mother tongue subject. I would be very grateful if you could answer the following 

questions related to this topic. Your information is completely anonymous and will 
not be linked to you in any way. Please answer as honestly as possible since your 
individual answers are used for research and will not be seen by anyone except 

the researcher. There are no right or wrong answers.  

There are 4 pages and the questionnaire takes about 10 minutes. 

Questions 

1. What school do you attend? 

 
2. How many years have you attended mother tongue lessons? 

 

 
3. How many different teachers have you had? 

 
 

4. Have you always lived in Sweden? If no, when did you move? 

 
 

 
5. Below are 16 statements. For each statement, say whether you agree 

completely (5) or not at all (1) by circling the number that best suits. 

 

There is no set time and place for speaking English. I can almost use it anywhere 
with anyone.  

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

I attend mother tongue classes because I am not only Swedish and I want to 
develop another side of myself 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

Mother tongue lessons are a way for me to find out about the English-Speaking 

world outside Sweden, which I am a part of 

1   2   3   4   5 
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Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

Overall, throughout my school career, the tasks I have been doing in my regular 
English classes (not mother tongue) have been useful for improving my English 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

I attend mother tongue lessons because English is a very international language 

that I can use all over the world 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

Being good at English is more important than being good at Swedish 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

Overall, throughout my school career, I have felt just as important as the other 

students in the class in regular English classes (not mother tongue)  

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

I sometimes use English words to supplement or enhance my Swedish when 
speaking to people in Swedish  

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

Overall, throughout my school career, the teachers of my regular English classes 
(not mother tongue) have gone out of their way to help me improve my English  

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

I feel in general I learn more English from my mother tongue teacher than my 

regular English teacher  
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1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

Overall, throughout my school career, the tasks I have been doing in my regular 
English classes (not mother tongue) have been the right level for me 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

My mother tongue teachers have helped me learn about different types of English 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

My regular English teachers have helped me learn about different types of English   

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

Mother tongue lessons are a place where I can express myself and my opinions in 
English 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

My regular English classes are a place where I can express myself and my opinions 

in English 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 

 

Overall, thinking back over my school career, a bad mother tongue teacher would 
have been enough to make me stop going to lessons 

1   2   3   4   5 

Do not agree      Mostly disagree     Neither agree nor disagree                     Agree
                   Completely agree 
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6. In general, how have your regular English classes compared with your 
mother tongue classes? What are some similarities or differences?  

 

 

 

 

See next page  

 

 

7. Finish this sentence: “I already have English lessons at school, but I 
also attend mother tongue lessons because…” 

 

 

 

 

8. What are some qualities of a good English teacher? 

 

 

 

 

9. What grade are you predicted for Mother Tongue English?  

 
10. What grade are you predicted for your regular English class? 

 

Thank you for participating in this study! 
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Appendix II 
 
Interview Questions 

Lived Experience - Background information 

  

Which language do you use at home? At school? With friends? 

Which do you think is your strongest: English or Swedish (or some other 
language)? 

Has your use changed - did you speak more/less when you were younger? 

Do you ever use English at school during lessons, break or extra activities? Why?  

Do you speak to adults beside your MTI teacher in English at school? 

How do you use English at home, with your mum, dad, siblings? 

What do you do in your free time outside school and do you use English then? 

Do you feel like you have different identities for each of your languages? If so, is 
there one identity you consider more dominant?  

  

Investment in MTI 

  

How long have you been taking mother tongue lessons? 

Have you always had the same teacher? 

What advantages do you see in speaking English? 

Does MTI help you gain any of these advantages? 

What is the best thing about having English as your mother tongue? Why? 

Are there any disadvantages? 

How would you say you have learned English? 

How would you say you have learned Swedish? 

  

Can you give an example of a good lesson, or a good way that you have learned 

English and a way you have learned Swedish? 

Can you give an example of a bad lesson? 

  

Do you think MTI is important, for you, for others, why? 

Do you think there is something particularly good about the MTI you have taken 
part in? 
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What do you learn? 

What do you wish you did more of? Less of? 

Do you think your school believes MTI is important? What gives you that 

impression? 

What do your close friends say about you taking MTI? What do your parents say? 

  

What are some reasons why you take MTI lessons? 

  

How do your MTI lessons compare with your modern language lessons in school? 
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Appendix III 
  

Studie om modersmålsundervisning  

 Hej! 

 Jag är en Mastersstudent från Stockholms universitet som under vårterminen genomför en 
intervjustudie med elever som har modersmålsundervisning i engelska. 

 Syftet är att beskriva elevers erfarenheter och upplevelser av modersmålsundervisning och ditt 
deltagande i studien bidrar till en ökad kunskap inom detta område.  

Att delta i studien innebär att du i en intervju berättar om dina erfarenheter och upplevelser av 

modersmålsundervisning. Samtalet äger rum i skolans lokaler på en tid som vi tillsammans 

kommer överens om.  

Intervjun audioinspelas och enbart jag som ledare för studien tillsammans med min 

forskningshandledare vid Stockholms universitet, Christina Hedman, kommer att ha tillgång 

till materialet. Uppgifter och material som har samlats in kommer att avidentifieras och inte 

användas i något annat syfte än forskning. Stockholms universitet följer Vetenskapsrådets 

etiska riktlinjer, vilket innebär att alla elever som deltar kommer att vara anonyma och 

deltagare i studien har även rätt att avbryta sin medverkan. 

Undersökningen kommer att presenteras i form av en masteruppsats vid Stockholms universitet 

och det går givetvis bra att ta del av resultatet och den färdiga uppsatsen.  

Ytterligare upplysningar lämnas av nedanstående ansvariga: 

  

Scarlett Mannish, Masterstudent och ledare för studien, 

Institutionen för språkdidaktik, Stockholms universitet, 

e-post:  

  

Christina Hedman, forskare och forskningshandledare 

Institutionen för språkdidaktik, Stockholms universitet,  

e-post:  
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